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ABOUT THIS REPORT
AIST is using elements of the Integrated
Reporting Framework to provide a more
open and transparent report that informs
stakeholders of what we have achieved and
the value AIST has created over the last
12 month reporting period, as well as the
future value we intend to create.
This annual report covers our activities from
1st January 2017 to 31st December 2017.
The most recent report prior is the AIST
Annual Report 2016. We report annually
prior to our Annual General Meeting that is
held in March each year.
Any questions regarding the report or
its contents can be directed to Head
of Corporate Services Matt Jackson at
mjackson@aist.asn.au.

WHY INTEGRATED
REPORTING IS
IMPORTANT TO AIST
Integrated Reporting is one way in which an
organisation can share their development
story and financial performance at the
end of the year. Integrated Reports
are corporate reports prepared under
the International Integrated Reporting
Framework and typically provide
stakeholders, both internal and external,
with an excellent understanding of how
that organisation creates value over time.
AIST believes Integrated Reporting can
provide readers with valuable insight
into an organisation’s strategy and value
creation, which in turn influences the
sustainability of the organisation.
We believe that how an organisation
positions itself to ensure its sustainability is
incredibly important.

In 2017, AIST – along with
support from the International
Integrated Reporting Council
– hosted meetings of the
International Pension Fund
Network. The Network – made
up of profit-to-member super
funds and industry bodies –
was set up by AIST in 2014
to provide participants with
a space to discuss super fund
reporting. Throughout the year,
members have discussed the
positive impacts that Integrated
Reporting and Corporate
reporting had on their members
and heard from Integrated
Reporting experts.
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Methodology
The International IR Framework requires a strong emphasis on materiality to define the content of the report. The findings of the
materiality assessment conducted in 2016 enabled the key issues to be converted into two categories to assess the significance of the
potential impact on AIST’s ability to deliver on its strategy and potential impact or influence on stakeholders. AIST believe these issues
remain key to our stakeholders, and will work with stakeholders to continually asses what are the key issues facing our members.
The material issues have been categorised to reflect whether it presented a material risk or material value driver to AIST or a material risk to
the superannuation industry more broadly.
A summary of the assessed high ranking issues and risks is below.
Category

Issue/Risk

Value driver
for AIST

Material issue
for the industry

Ranking

Business Strategy

Alignment of vision, mission and fundamental
goals

High

Membership and
Partnerships

Value for members

High

Business Strategy

Understanding of member needs

High

Political Landscape

Mandatory change to board composition

High

Membership and
Partnerships

AIST membership numbers

High

Membership and
Partnerships

Understanding of stakeholders

High

Reputation and Relevance

Competition from peers

High

Political Landscape

Excessive change to super system rules

High

Political Landscape

Reduced market share for profit-to-member
super funds

High

Reputation and Relevance

Quality of AIST service

High

Reputation and Relevance

Strong advocacy

High

Business Strategy

Strong governance oversight and transparency

High

Societal Issues

Adequate super balances

High

Societal Issues

Insurance product design

High

Business Strategy

Awareness of legislative or market changes

High

Membership and
Partnerships

Member trust in AIST

High

Political Landscape

Differentiation of profit-to-member super funds

High

This model has provided a strong framework for the organisation to understand how and where it creates value for its members that has
since been used to inform business planning and strategy, as well as the content of this report.
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About AIST
Who we are?
The Australian Institute of Superannuation Trustees (AIST) supports, advocates for and leads the profit-to-member superannuation sector.
The super funds which make up our membership collectively manage over $1.2 trillion in retirement savings.
Our members are the trustee directors and staff of profit-to-member superannuation funds – industry, corporate and government funds –
who employ a representative governance model.
AIST is a national not-for-profit organisation and plays a trusted role in four key strategic areas of focus on behalf of our members:

ADVOCATE
for a better
super system

We advocate for a
fair and sustainable
superannuation system
that delivers improved
retirement outcomes.

ENHANCE

member skills
We deliver thought
leadership and
professional
development to build
our members’ skills and
capacity for today and
in the future.

GOVERNANCE
We champion
excellence in
representative
governance that is
aligned with the member.

PROFIT-TOMEMBER
ethos

We build communities
that preserve and
promote the profit-tomember ethos.

2017 Vision
A better retirement future for all Australians.

2017 Mission
AIST will advance the Representative Trustee System by building skills, knowledge and capabilities and being the champion of strong
governance and sustainability of the system.

2017 fundamental goals
——
——
——
——

Advocate for a better retirement outcome
Enhance the skills, knowledge and capabilities of the superannuation industry
Champion excellence in representative governance
Build a sustainable organisation with a culture that fosters initiative

AIST Annual Report 2017
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A message from the AIST CEO
and President

Eva Scheerlinck

David Smith

CEO

PRESIDENT

2017 was another busy year for AIST as we
responded to a raft of policy, regulatory and
political developments impacting on the
super industry and our member funds.

standards across our industry.

From intensifying our advocacy on unpaid
super and other gaps in the super system
through to promoting the positive benefits
of the representative trustee system,
meaningful disclosure and a robust default
selection process, AIST engaged and
consulted widely with key stakeholders to
drive good policy and improve member
outcomes.
In addition to our very active engagement
with the Australian Prudential Regulation
Authority and the Australian Securities and
Investments Commission, AIST met with
key representatives from the major and
minor political parties, influential senators,
as well as Treasury. We appeared before
several Parliamentary Committees and we
also engaged heavily with the Australian Tax
Office, whose involvement with the super
industry continues to grow rapidly in line
with the development and uptake of new
technology.
A dominant theme to the year was our
response to the heightened regulatory,
political and public scrutiny on governance,
disclosure and insurance in superannuation.
This led to the finalisation of two new
Codes – a significant step forward in raising
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The release of AIST’s Governance Code at
CMSF 2017 was a milestone for our sector.
Against a background of the Government’s
push to mandate independence on the
boards of profit-to-member funds and,
more generally, the increased focus among
regulators and the wider public on the
culture of the superannuation industry,
AIST’s Governance Code is an important
step forward in positioning the profit-tomember sector at the leading edge of best
practice governance. With many of our
member funds reporting that they have
made significant progress in ensuring that
they satisfy the Code’s 21 requirements
and APRA encouraging funds to become
signatories, we are confident that the Code
will be widely supported ahead of the
implementation deadline of 1 July 2018.

member demographics, the suitability of
cover for automatic insurance cover and
reduce the time taken to resolve claims.
After a year of intense consultations
between the industry bodies, consumer
groups, insurers and member funds,
a finalised version of the Insurance in
Superannuation Voluntary Code of Practice
was released in December. The Code
provides greater understanding, clearer
accountability and consistency of delivery
of insurance offerings. It is a first for the
industry and, while voluntary, AIST is
confident that it will be widely supported
by our member funds.

CONSENSUS VERSUS
MEMBERS’ INTERESTS

While not limited to the profit-to-member
sector, the development of the Insurance
in Super Code of Practice was another
milestone for super.

In many of these important policy debates,
AIST’s position was often different to other
stakeholders. As much as we recognise the
benefits of reaching an industry consensus
on policy reform, we also recognise that the
interests of members must be paramount.

Appearing before a Senate inquiry,
responding to various reviews and as
an active member of the Insurance in
Superannuation Industry Working Group,
AIST was a key influencer in the insurance
debate as we sought to ensure that super
fund members would be better off. The
new Code requires funds to consider their

This focus on members’ interests meant we
were unable to support ASIC’s new fee and
cost disclosure requirements, the subject
of a great many stakeholder meetings
throughout the year. Similarly, our response
to the Productivity Commission’s draft
report on alternative default models saw
us mount a strong argument against any

radical changes to the existing industrialbased default fund selection model,
which evidence clearly shows has served
consumers extremely well.
It was pleasing to see that the need to
protect members’ interests was also
recognised by Labor, the Greens and key
crossbenchers who ultimately rejected the
Government’s bill to mandate independent
directors for the boards of profit-tomember funds.

STRATEGIC FOCUS
A focus on members’ best interests has
continued to frame our thinking and is the
key plank of our 2017-2019 strategic plan.
Our strategy recognises the importance of
raising both public and industry awareness
of the fundamental difference that a fund
set up purely to profit members will make
to an Australian worker’s retirement. We
are committed to spreading the message
that profit-to-member funds are not only
different from the rest, but they produce
better member outcomes.
This commitment saw us launch an
important new history book – Workers’
Capital – which focuses on the role of
industry funds and the battle for universal
superannuation.
This year we expanded our membership of
the already strong 1,500 plus Young Super
Network and we worked with the industry
to deliver the 2018 Super Grads Program,
now in its 12th year. These collective
initiatives are unique to our sector and
another driver of our strong performance.

THE YEAR AHEAD
2018 is shaping up to be another busy
year for AIST and a critical time for
the superannuation industry. With the
Productivity Commission set to release
its final report on competition and
default funds; a Royal Commission into
financial misconduct across the financial
services sector; a review of key prudential
standards, and many unresolved issues

on the policy front, strong leadership and
advocacy for our sector will be critical.
As we move closer to a Federal election,
we will be working with the major political
parties to encourage them to reaffirm
their commitment to moving the Super
Guarantee to 12 per cent and adopting
other key reforms to plug gaps in the
super system. This includes advocating for
the removal of the $450 monthly income
threshold and Women-in-Super’s policy
proposal to boost the super of qualifying
low-income earners.

COMMUNICATING BACK
TO MEMBERS
AIST would not exist without the support
we receive from our members who attend
our events, participate in our training and
provide vitally important policy feedback
through our communities of interest and
various working groups and committees.
We thank them for their support and
dedication.
We would also like to thank the AIST board
and AIST staff for their enthusiasm and
commitment and look forward to another
productive year ahead.
We hope that this report captures our work
for you and your members and we welcome
any feedback.

Eva Scheerlinck
Chief Executive Officer

David Smith
President

APPOINTMENT
OF NEW CEO
Following an extensive search
process, Eva Scheerlinck was
appointed as AIST’s new CEO
on March 23.
Having most recently held the
role of AIST Executive Manager,
Governance & Stewardship,
Eva’s appointment to the role
recognised her comprehensive
understanding of key super
issues and strong leadership
skills.
Announcing the appointment,
AIST President, David Smith
noted that Eva had led the
development of the new AIST
governance code and also had
a pivotal role in driving industrywide initiatives to improve
outcomes for Indigenous
Australians as the inaugural
chair of the Indigenous
Superannuation Working Group.
In addition to her past roles
at AIST, Ms Scheerlinck has
previous experience heading
up professional associations,
including six years as CEO of
the Australian Lawyers Alliance,
a role that saw her named by
BOSS Magazine as one of seven
top young executives of the
year.
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Organisational chart
AIST employs 40 staff, all of whom are based at 150 Lonsdale St, Melbourne, with the exception of one staff member who works out of
Sydney.

AIST BOARD

FINANCE RISK &
AUDIT COMMITTEE
REMUNERATION
COMMITTEE
CEO

MEMBERSHIP

ADVOCACY

CORPORATE
SERVICES

EVENTS

POLICY &
RESEARCH

FINANCE &
ANALYTICS

EDUCATION

GOVERNANCE &
STEWARDSHIP

PEOPLE & CULTURE

MEMBER
ENGAGEMENT

MEDIA &
COMMUNICATIONS

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY

MARKETING
MEMBER COMMITTEES
Education Committee
Policy & Governance Committee

More information
on our people
can be found on
page 51.
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How we create value
This section of the report outlines how AIST
uses the six capitals to create value.
Following analysis of AIST's value creation
model, it was determined that AIST mainly
draws upon inputs and creates outputs
from four of the six capitals:
—— Financial capital: The pool of funds
that is available to an organisation for
use in the production of goods or the
provision of services.
—— Intellectual capital: Organisational,
knowledge-based intangibles, including
intellectual property or “organisational
capital” such as tacit knowledge,
systems, procedures and protocols.

—— Human capital: People’s competencies,
capabilities and experience, and their
motivations to innovate, including their
alignment with, and support for, an
organisation’s governance framework,
risk management approach, and ethical
values.
—— Social and relationship capital: The
institutions and the relationships within
and between communities, groups
of stakeholders and other networks,
and the ability to share information to
enhance individual and collective wellbeing. Social and relationship capital
includes shared norms, and common
values and behaviours, as well as key

HUMAN

information from regulators,
research, media, members

SOCIAL &
RELATIONSHIPS
Conferences, events,
networking, members,
unions, media, government

education of members

Acting in
members’ best
interests

INTELLECTUAL

REPRESENTATION
Influence in decision making

Training materials, research,
toolkits, professional
development, governance
tools

GOVERNANCE TOOLS
& KNOWLEDGE
Best-practice guidance and
implementation
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
High professional standards,
service and knowledge

SOCIAL &
RELATIONSHIPS
influence and
representation,
strengthening networks and
connection with members

FINANCIAL

FINANCIAL

membership fees and
sponsorship, partner
revenue, service revenue

employee wages and
benefits, direct and indirect
supply chain investment

INPUTS
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As demonstrated below, decisions made by
AIST member funds are based on members’
best interests – in turn, this influences all of
AIST’s activities. Communication between
AIST members and AIST is two-way, with
AIST providing a range of services to ensure
our funds can provide a better retirement
outcome for all Australians.

HUMAN

AIST people, speakers,
trainers, researchers,
contractors, partners

INTELLECTUAL

stakeholder relationships, and the
trust and willingness to engage that an
organisation has developed and strives
to build and protect with external
stakeholders.

BUSINESS MODEL

AIST Annual Report 2017

OUTPUTS

Supporting AIST
members to
provide superior
member services
and deliver
on business
strategy

Better
retirement
outcomes for
all Australians

OUTCOMES

How we create value
Value creation table
AIST 2017 Fundamental Goals

Value creation for AIST

Value creation for members

Advocate for a better
retirement outcome

——
——
——
——
——

Enhances thought leadership
Keeps us relevant
Enhances AIST reputation
Builds our ability to influence
Supports and informs other parts of the
business
—— Gives us the opportunity to talk to members
and bring them together
—— Drives relevant education content
—— Creates an opportunity to educate and
communicate

—— Creates a collective member voice
—— Influences decision making and change
—— Can prevent negative policy outcomes and
negative outcomes for super fund members
—— Leads to better outcomes for their members
—— Provides resources they may not have in
house
—— Allows funds to focus on other things
—— Provides support in the delivery of
retirement outcomes of fund members
—— Influences government and policy to support
outcomes
—— Creates a cost effective pooled resource and
single profit-to-member voice
—— Provides access to Government/regulators to
influence regulation

Enhance skills, knowledge
and capabilities of the
superannuation industry

—— Shares our knowledge
—— Positions us as a leader in superannuation
education
—— Builds internal expertise
—— Boosts visibility of AIST and provides an
opportunity for contact with members
—— Provides face to face interactions with
members
—— Generates revenue (sponsorship/
registrations)

—— Leads to better outcomes for super fund
members
—— Builds staff skills and knowledge resulting in
better outcomes
—— Assists funds in meeting regulatory/
compliance requirements
—— Contributes to risk management
—— Provides expertise the fund may not have
—— Enhances services to members which
encourages member retention
—— Builds trust in fund and representatives
—— Supports greater skills/knowledge for their
members

Champion excellence in
representative governance

—— Strengthens relationship between unions and
employer groups
—— Enhances AIST reputation and point of
difference
—— Preserves and enhances equal rep model
—— Builds credibility and integrity
—— Allows us to strive for excellence
—— Keeps us relevant to members
—— Encourages members look to us on best
practice

—— Results in a best practice governance
—— Creates better outcomes for fund members
—— Reminds super fund members that they have
representation on the boards of their fund
—— Decreases chances of fund failure
—— Lifts integrity of whole industry
—— Provides a marketing advantage to reinforce
benefit of profit-to-member funds
—— Builds trust from members – they hear and
see the system is good and sustainable

Build a sustainable
organisation with a culture
that fosters initiative

——
——
——
——
——

—— Lowers cost of AIST membership for super
funds
—— Provides access to highly skilled professionals
and good customer service
—— Provides an organisation they can count on
—— Helps the industry improve themselves

Boosts staff retention
Attracts strong talent
Keeps us innovative
Provides us with ability to evolve
Keeps us relevant

AIST Annual Report 2017
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Our 2017 members
AIST continued to provide a three tiered
membership framework for the profitto-member super industry with funds,
individuals and associates.
To be eligible for membership in 2017, the
following circumstances needed to be met:
—— Fund membership is available only
to profit-to-member funds where all
trustees and fund staff are enrolled as
AIST members;
—— Individual membership is only available
to those who are, or have previously
been, directors, staff members or
trustee director of a profit-to-member
fund and wish to be an AIST member;
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—— Associate membership is available for
organisations who are wholly owned
by a representative profit-to-member
fund, or are part of a regulator or
Government agency involved in the
superannuation industry.
Merger activity was limited during 2017,
with the Equip Super and Rio Tinto Super
merger effective 1 July 2017.
AIST had a 99 per cent retention rate of
member funds for 2017 and saw a 17
per cent net increase of staff and trustee
directors within our member funds – mostly
due to the growing trend of insourcing.

AIST REPRESENTS

60+
FUNDS

Our 2017 members

Your fund.
Your wealth.
Your future.

AIST Annual Report 2017
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Our 2017 – 2019 strategy
AIST operates on a three-year strategic plan. As noted in our annual report last year, 2017 was the first year of our new strategic plan.
The first year of our plan was one of fact finding, insights, research and action.

Advocacy and
Governance

Enhancing member
skills

Profit-to-member
ethos

Throughout 2017, AIST focused on two key
strategic projects in relation to advocacy
and governance. As a first step in our three
year strategic plan, we intensified our
advocacy around key policy issues, notably
governance, fee and cost disclosure,
defaults, insurance, and gaps in the
coverage of super. The development of the
AIST Governance Code and subsequent
consultation meetings with members and
other stakeholders was another important
activity.

As we aim to continue to deliver the highest
quality and most relevant professional
development that builds skills and capacity,
we undertook a series of in-depth research
and human-centred design sessions to
learn more from our members about the
types of training that will best meet the
future needs of the industry. The insights
from these focus groups and workshops
will be further developed through 2018
with the construction of new educational
offerings with a focus on transference of
policy knowledge.

As the key differentiator to all we do at
AIST, staff in all aspects of the business
were asked to focus on ways to bring the
profit-to-member lens across the business.
From refining back-end process with the
member at the forefront, to the continued
profit-to-member lens across all our policy
and advocacy work and the growth of our
networking and learning communities,
a range of projects, activities and
opportunities were identified and actioned.
This not only continues to enhance our
offerings to AIST member funds, it has
importantly provided AIST staff which a
much deeper understanding of the profitto-member ethos and why AIST and what
we stand for is fundamentally different to
many other peak bodies that also represent
for-profit super funds.

Looking ahead to 2018, AIST plans to step
up its stakeholder engagement, refine its
policy platform and engage further with
member funds on the implementation of
our Governance Code. With the potential
for a Federal Election at the end of the
year or early in 2019, engagement with
representatives from both major and
minor parties will be critical. We will also
be working with funds to implement the
Insurance in Super Voluntary Code.
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Our 2017 – 2019 strategy

EXTERNAL FOCUS

Why do we exist?
To support, advocate for and lead
profit-to-member superannuation funds.

Who do we serve?
Our members are the trustee directors and staff of the
profit-to-member superannuation funds – industry, corporate and
government – who employ a representative governance model.

What do we do?
AIST has four strategic areas of focus:

ADVOCATE
for a better
super system

We advocate for a
fair and sustainable
superannuation system
that delivers improved
retirement outcomes.

ENHANCE

member skills
We deliver thought
leadership and
professional
development to build
our members’ skills and
capacity for today and
in the future.

GOVERNANCE
We champion
excellence in
representative
governance that
is aligned with the
member.

PROFIT-TOMEMBER
ethos

We build communities
that preserve and
promote the profit-tomember ethos.

AIST Annual Report 2017
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The Governance of AIST
AIST is governed by a representative Board elected by the membership. The composition of the Board is determined by the AIST
Constitution, which has provision for 9 elected directors in two different categories as follows:
—— Six (6) Trustee Elected Directors, elected by Trustee Members of AIST Registered Funds;
—— Three (3) Staff Elected Directors, elected by Staff Members of AIST Registered Funds;
—— Plus up to three (3) Board Appointed Directors, appointed by the AIST Board, which need not but may be a Trustee Member or Staff
Member.
The AIST Board represents members in the governance of AIST and ensures AIST focuses on issues that are relevant and important to the
membership. The Board meets six times per annum and Board members are elected for two-year terms commencing in March each year at
the AIST Annual General Meeting. To be eligible for election, candidates must be financial members.
The Board is also responsible for setting AIST's strategic direction including major projects and policy positions. As Board members actively
work in profit-to-member super, they have strong knowledge of the system and its effectiveness.

6 TRUSTEE ELECTED
DIRECTORS

PRESIDENT

3 STAFF ELECTED
DIRECTORS

UP TO 3 BOARD
APPOINTED
DIRECTORS

DEPUTY
PRESIDENT

Further details about our governance model are outlined in the AIST Constitution which is approved by AIST members and available on
our website.
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The Governance of AIST

NAME

AIST POSITION HELD

DATE
APPOINTED

Graeme Arnott*

Staff Representative Director

15/11/2013

Catherine Bolger

Trustee Representative Director

17/03/2016

6/6

Deborah Blakey

Board Appointed Director

11/02/2016

5/6

Louise du Pre-Alba

Staff Representative Director,
Deputy President

18/03/2015

5/6

Naomi Edwards

Board Appointed Director

16/12/2015

6/6

Geoffrey Lake

Trustee Representative Director

18/03/2015

6/6

Julie Lander**

Board Appointed Director

1/1/2018

Gerard Noonan

Trustee Representative Director

1/04/2010

5/6

Michael O'Connor

Trustee Representative Director

20/03/2013

4/6

Craig Peate

Trustee Representative Director

17/03/2016

6/6

Mark Puli

Staff Representative Director

17/03/2016

David Smith

Trustee Representative Director,
President

24/03/2014

Suzette Thurman

Staff Representative Director

23/3/2017

FEB

APR

N/A

N/A

JUN

AUG

OCT

DEC

ATTENDANCE

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

2/2

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

5/6

N/A

5/6

N/A

4/5

Members are marked N/A where they were ineligible to attend the board meeting (ie not yet elected or already resigned).
* Graeme Arnott resigned 15 March 2017
** Julie Lander appointed 1 January 2018

42%

OF DIRECTORS
IN 2017 WERE

FEMALE

2017 GENDER
BALANCE

5 FEMALE
7 MALE

FUNDS
REPRESENTED
ON BOARD

6 LARGE
5 MEDIUM
1 SMALL
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Our Board

David Smith

Louise du Pre-Alba

Trustee Representative Director

Fund Staff Representative Director

AIST Registered Fund: Energy Super

AIST Registered Fund: AustralianSuper

Qualifications: Dip. of Financial Services (Superannuation),
RG146, AAIST

Qualifications: LLB, BA (Politics), eMBA, Diploma of
Superannuation, GAICD

Skills and experience:
David has over 20 years’ experience in representing working
people. He has been involved in the superannuation industry
as a fund director since 2007 and has extensive experience in
leadership roles in member organisations.

Skills and experience:
Louise has over 20 years’ experience in superannuation and
financial services, specialising in policy, regulatory, legal and
compliance aspects.

PRESIDENT, JOINED 2013

Current roles held:
—— Director, Energy Super
—— Member, Energy Super Member Services Committee
—— National Secretary, Australian Services Union
—— Member, ACTU Executive
—— Chair, AIST Remuneration Committee
—— Member, AIST Finance, Risk and Audit Committee
Past roles held:
—— Director, HESTA
—— Queensland Branch Secretary, Australian Services Union
—— State Treasurer, Queensland Branch of the ALP
—— Director, Union Shopper
—— Director, Australian Discount Shopping Services
—— Member, AIST Education Committee
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DEPUTY PRESIDENT, JOINED 2015

Current roles held:
—— Strategic Policy Advocate, AustralianSuper
—— Member, AIST Policy and Governance Committee and
Remuneration Committee
Past roles held:
—— Director of Policy, Association of Superannuation Funds of
Australia
—— Senior Executive Leader, Superannuation, Australian
Securities and Investments Commission

Our Board

Deborah Blakey

Catherine Bolger

Naomi Edwards

Board Appointed Director

Trustee Elected Director

Board Appointed Director

AIST Registered fund: HESTA

AIST Registered fund: State Super (SAS
Trustee Corporation)

AIST Registered Fund: Tasplan Super

BOARD MEMBER, JOINED 2016

Qualifications: BSc, CFP, FAIST, GAICD
Skills and experience:
Debby has extensive experience working
as a financial services professional. She
ran her own Employee Benefit Consulting
business in South Africa for over a decade,
and has held various leadership roles in
a number of industry funds in Australia.
Her areas of expertise include strategy,
financial advice, risk and compliance,
stakeholder management, business
development and change management.
Current roles held:
—— CEO, HESTA
—— Director, Industry Super Australia
—— Director, Australian Council of
Superannuation Investors
—— Director, Fund Executives Association
Limited
—— Member, IFM Investors Shareholder
Advisory Board
Past roles held:
—— Member, Finsia Funds and Asset
Management Industry Council
—— Deputy CEO, HESTA
—— Executive Manager – Member Advice,
HESTA
—— Senior Business Development
Manager, NGS Super

BOARD MEMBER, JOINED 2016

Qualifications: BEc, Masters of Labour Law
& Relations, RG146, GAIST, GAICD
Skills and experience:
Catherine has extensive experience as a
professional trustee director having served
on a range of industry fund and related
boards for the last 14 years.
Current roles held:
—— Director, SAS Trustee Corporation
(also Member, Risk, Audit & Compliance
& HR Committee)
—— Director, Powercoal Employees’
Entitlements Corporation
—— Director, Professionals Australia
—— Member, AIST Remuneration Committee
and Policy and Governance Committee
Past roles held:
—— Director, Mine Wealth (also of Auscoal
Super and QCOS – predecessors to
Mine Wealth)
—— Director, Pacific Power (NSW)
—— Director, Coal Mining Industry (Long
Service Leave Funding) Corporation
—— Director, State Water Corporation
—— Director, Auscoal Advisory Services
Pty Ltd

BOARD MEMBER, JOINED 2015

Qualifications: BSc (Hons) FIA, FIAA, FNZSA,
FAICD
Skills and Experience:
Naomi has chaired listed ASX companies,
industry super funds, and not-for-profits.
An actuary by training, with an executive
background in the financial services
industry, she also has a background in listed
M&A activity.
Current roles held:
—— Independent Chair, Tasplan Super
—— Director, Tasmanian Economic
Development Board
—— Independent Director, Propel Funeral
Partners Ltd
Past roles held:
—— Chair, Australian Ethical Investments
—— Director, Australian Ethical Super
—— Director, Hunter Hall International Ltd
—— Director, Hunter Hall Investment
Management Ltd
—— Partner, Deloitte
—— Director, Trowbridge Consulting
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Geoffrey Lake

BOARD MEMBER, JOINED 2015

Julie Lander

BOARD MEMBER, JOINED 2018

Gerard Noonan

BOARD MEMBER, JOINED 2011

Trustee Representative Director

Board Appointed Director

Trustee Representative Director

AIST Registered Fund: Vision Super

AIST Registered Fund: CareSuper

AIST Registered Fund: Media Super

Qualifications: BA (Hons), LLB (Hons)

Qualifications: BBus, Assoc Dip
Organisational Leadership, RG146, FAIST

Qualifications: BA, MA Distinction, RG146,
GAIST

Skills and experience:
Julie has over 35 years’ experience in super,
starting with corporate superannuation
funds, both defined benefit and
accumulation, as well as with industry
funds. Julie was appointed Chief Executive
Officer of CareSuper in 2002 and is
responsible for developing and executing
the Fund’s strategy and business plan to
meet the needs of members, employers,
other stakeholders and for overall
management of the Trustee’s operations
through the executive team and staff.

Skills and experience:
Gerard has over 30 years’ experience in
the media industry at the Sydney Morning
Herald and the Australian Financial Review,
where he was editor for five years. He is a
winner of a Walkley Award in journalism.

Skills and experience:
Geoff is a lawyer and a local government
councillor in Melbourne. He has led the
local government sector at a state and
national level including as a full member
of the Council of Australian Governments
(COAG). He joined the Vision Super board
in 2009.
Current roles held:
—— Deputy Chair and Chair of Investment
Committee, Vision Super
—— Councillor, City of Monash
—— Board Member, Municipal Association
of Victoria
—— Director, South Gippsland Water
—— Chair, AIST Policy and Governance
Committee
Past roles held:
—— Director, Hawkesbridge Capital
—— Lawyer, Minter Ellison Lawyers
—— President, Australian Local Government
Association
—— President, Municipal Association of
Victoria
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Current roles held:
—— CEO, CareSuper
—— Member, AIST Policy & Governance
Committee
—— Director, Fund Executives Association
Limited
—— Director, Business Council of Cooperatives and Mutuals
—— President, Industry Funds Forum
Past roles held:
—— General Manager – Trustee, Investment
and Member Services, CareSuper
—— Head of HR Shared Services, RACV
—— National HR Manager, Australian
Industry Group / Australian Chamber of
Manufacturers

Current roles held:
—— Chair, Media Super
—— Board member, Australian Council of
Superannuation Investors (ACSI)
—— Independent Director, The New Daily
—— Member, AIST Policy and Governance
Committee
—— Member, Media Entertainment and Arts
Alliance
Past roles held:
—— AIST representative on Federal
Government’s Stronger Super MySuper
Committee
—— Board member, Foundation for Public
Interest Journalism
—— Board member, Innovation Australia
—— Editor, Australian Financial Review

Our Board

Michael O’Connor

Craig Peate

Mark Puli

BOARD MEMBER, JOINED 2016

BOARD MEMBER, JOINED 2016

Trustee Representative Director

Trustee Representative Director

Fund Staff Representative Director

AIST Registered Fund: First Super

AIST Registered Fund:
Local Government Super NSW

AIST Registered Fund: ESSSuper

BOARD MEMBER, JOINED 2013

Skills and experience:
Michael has been involved with industry
superannuation funds since the 1980s. He
is currently Co-Chair of First Super, which
has 64,000 members across the timber,
pulp and paper and furniture and joinery
industries and their communities. He has
been an official of the CFMEU since 1985.
Current roles held:
—— Co-Chair/Director, First Super Pty Ltd
—— Chair, First Super Investment
Committee
—— Director/Chair, Super Benefits
Administration Pty Ltd (SBA)
—— Director, Industry Super Australia (ISA)
—— Director/Chair, Secure Employees
Entitlements Trust (SEET)
—— National Secretary, Construction
Forestry Mining & Energy Union
(CFMEU)
—— Vice President, Australian Council of
Trade Unions (ACTU)
—— Member, ACTU Executive
Past roles held:
—— Director/Co-Chair, Timber Industry
Superannuation Scheme (TISS)
—— Director, ForestWorks
—— Director, Frontier Consulting Pty Ltd
—— Non-Executive Director, Utilities of
Australia

Qualifications: GAIST (Adv), GAICD,
Ass Dip Business and Management,
Cert IIII Fin Services
Skills and experience:
Craig has over 39 years experience within
the finance and management industry of
Local Government within New South Wales,
and over 12 years experience as a private
company director. He also has extensive
agricultural experience through ownership
of Dunnara Farms.
Current roles held:
—— Deputy Chair, LGSS Pty Ltd
—— Chair, Investment Committee,
LGSS Pty Ltd
—— Director, LIF Pty Ltd
—— Director, LGFS Pty Ltd
—— Director, Governance and
Remuneration LGSS Pty Ltd
—— Director/Owner, Dunnara Debt
Services Pty Ltd
—— Managing Director, Dunnara Farms
—— Revenue and Recovery Co-Ordinator,
Tweed Shire Council
—— Chair, AIST Education Committee

Qualifications: BEc, PGrad IR, FCPA,
MAppFin, FAICD
Skills and experience:
For the past 25 years, Mark has worked
in financial services and has held senior
roles at Aviva Australia, Merrill Lynch
Investment Management and Mercer.
His solid background has also covered
superannuation, investment platforms,
funds management, strategy, mergers and
acquisitions, product development and
accounting. Mark was appointed as CEO of
ESSSuper in 2012 after initially joining the
fund as chief financial officer in 2009.
Current roles held:
—— CEO, ESSSuper
Past roles held:
—— Chief Financial Officer, ESSSuper
—— Navigator and Strategic Growth,
Aviva Australia
—— Vice President, Finance, Merrill Lynch

Past roles held:
—— Director, Audit and Risk Committees
LGSS Pty Ltd
—— Immediate Past Chair, LGSS Pty Ltd
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Suzette Thurman
BOARD MEMBER, JOINED 2017

Fund Staff Representative Director
AIST Registered Fund: First State Super
Qualifications: BCom, Certificate in
Governance and Risk Management, Risk
Management for Corporate Leaders
Skills and experience:
Suzette has over 25 years’ experience in
the superannuation sector, specialising in
risk management, compliance, operations
and project management. She is currently
responsible for the risk management and
compliance approaches that protect and
support First State Super in a complex
operational and regulatory environment.
Current roles held:
—— Chief Risk Officer, First State Super
—— Member, Finance, Risk and Audit
Committee
Past roles held:
—— Risk Manager, First State Super
—— Compliance Manager, First State Super
—— Principal Analyst, Australian Prudential
Regulatory Authority
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Graeme Arnott

BOARD MEMBER, JOINED 2013
(RESIGNED MARCH 2017)
Fund Staff Representative Director
AIST Registered Fund: First State Super /
StatePlus
Qualifications: BSc Technology and
Business Studies, Chartered Accountant
(Scotland)
Skills and experience:
Graeme was appointed as the CEO of
StatePlus (a wholly owned entity of First
State Super) in October 2016 having
previously joined First State Super in
early 2007 with prior roles at JP Morgan
Custodian Services Australia and Price
Waterhouse.
Current roles held:
—— Chief Executive Officer, StatePlus
—— Member, AIST Finance, Risk & Audit
Committee (resigned April 2017)
Past roles held:
—— Deputy Chief Executive Officer and
Chief Operating Officer, First State
Super
—— JP Morgan Custodian services Australia
(Various roles)
—— Price Waterhouse Australia (Auditor
and Management consultant)

Remuneration
Members of the AIST Board are not paid for their services. Remuneration for AIST executive staff is as below. All figures are rounded to the
nearest whole dollar.
Total remuneration is made up of total package (base salary, superannuation and leave loading) and any bonus paid during 2017.
As per AIST’s Certified Agreement 2017 – 2019:
a) Super contributions are paid at one per cent higher than SGC.
b) Leave loading is paid at 25 per cent of four weeks base salary.
The CEO is on a separate contract not covered by the Certified Agreement and bonus calculations are based on total package.

Base salary
(as at 31
December
2017)

Super

Bonus

Leave
loading

Full time
equivalent

Total
remuneration
package 2017

Chief Executive Officer

$235,000

$24,675

-

$4,519

100%

$264,194

Maryann Mannix-White

Chief Membership Officer

$162,369

$17,048

-

$3,122

100%

$182,540

Matthew Jackson*

Head of Corporate Services

$164,559

$17,278

-

$3,156

100%

$185,000

Ailsa Goodwin**

Head of Advocacy

$175,000

$18,375

-

$3,365

100%

$196,740

Name

Position

Eva Scheerlinck

* Commenced 25 September 2017
** Commenced 30 October 2017
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Stakeholder relationships
We have identified our key stakeholders, grouped them into five key categories and outlined the key issues or risks identified in 2017:
—— Members:
This includes the trustee directors, CEOs and fund professionals
working in not-for-profit super funds, as well as individual
members of AIST.
—— Government and regulators:
This includes the Government, other political parties,
independent MPs, government departments such as Treasury,
and regulators such as the Australian Tax Office (ATO),
Australian Prudential Regulatory Authority (APRA), Australian
Securities and Investment Committee (ASIC).
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—— Media:
This includes print media, online media (including social media)
radio and television.
—— Advocacy and research groups:
This includes research and academic agencies, Indigenous
groups, women’s advocacy groups, and other industry bodies.
—— Employees:
This includes full time, part time, casual employees and
contractors.

Stakeholder relationships
The below table outlines the key issues identified for these stakeholder groups and where you can find information about our activities.

Key issue/risk

Stakeholder group

Our response

Super fund board composition

——
——
——
——
——

members
Government & regulators
media
advocacy & research groups
employees

—— Fund governance (pg 32)

Adequate super balances

——
——
——
——

members
Government & regulators
media
advocacy & research groups

——
——
——
——

Calls to change insurance in super

——
——
——
——

members
Government & regulators
media
advocacy & research groups

—— Insurance (pg 44)

Productivity Commission review into
default fund selection process

——
——
——
——

members
Government & regulators
media
advocacy & research groups

—— Default fund selection (pg 36)

New approach to fee and cost
disclosure

—— Government & regulators
—— Advocacy and research groups

—— Fee and cost disclosure (pg 37)

Key changes to super rules

——
——
——
——

—— Federal Budget changes to super
(pg 35)
—— Online choice form (pg 41)

Implementation of key policy
developments

—— members
—— Government & regulators

——
——
——
——

Responding to other economic
developments impacting on super

——
——
——
——

—— Housing and retirement (pg 41)

Understanding AIST member needs and
quality of AIST service

—— members
—— employees

—— Fostering the profit-to-member
collective (pg 46)

Strategic planning and alignment of
vision, mission and fundamental goals
for AIST

—— members
—— employees

—— Our 2017 – 2019 plan (pg 14)

members
Government & regulators
media
advocacy & research groups

members
Government & regulators
media
advocacy & research groups

Budget changes (pg 35)
Objective of super (pg 36)
Mind the gap (pg 38)
$450 monthly threshold must go
(pg 39)
—— Member outcome test (pg 40)

Operational Due Diligence(pg 40)
Online choice form (pg 41)
SuperStream (pg 42)
Super complaints process (pg 42)
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Highlights and plans
2017 HIGHLIGHTS

Launch of AIST
Governance
Code

KEEPING
FOCUS ON
NET RETURNS
AND ROBUST
DEFAULT
SELECTION

50+
SUBMISSIONS
LODGED

Active
stakeholder in
delivery of new
insurance code

AIST
advocacy on
controversial
governance
proposals

LEAD ROLE
IN FEE
AND COST
DISCLOSURE
DEBATE

PUBLICATION
AND
PROMOTION
OF WORKERS’
CAPITAL BOOK

Well received
research on
lower home
ownership and
retirement

GOVERNANCE
CODE
MONITORING

Increased
focus on policy
education for
members

Helping funds
implement
Insurance Code

EMBEDDING
PROFIT-TOMEMBER ETHOS

2018 PLANS
ADVOCACY
AND
SUPPORT FOR
MEMBERS
ON ROYAL
COMMISSION

Digital upgrade
to improve
member
communication

Advocate for
a better super
system

ADVOCACY
ON DEFAULT
FUND
SELECTION
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AIST committees
AIST would like to thank each of our 2017 committee members for their contributions throughout the year. The AIST board is responsible
for the appropriate, sound and prudent management of AIST’s business operation and has the authority to establish Board and ad hoc
committees to assist its work. The Board retains overall responsibility for any delegated activity at all times.

Board committees
In 2017 the Board was supported by two official Committees: the Remuneration Committee and the Finance, Risk and Audit Committee.
Membership of these committees is a matter for the board.
REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
This committee is a board business committee, with the delegated authority and responsibility of overseeing the CEO's role and AIST's staff
remuneration, including an assessment of the CEO's role against the position description and KPI's, setting annual bonuses for the CEO and
any pay increases outside of the AIST EBA, and assisting the CEO with senior staff appointments as required.
NAME

AIST POSITION

AIST MEMBER FUND

MEETINGS
ATTENDED

MEETINGS
ELIGIBLE

ATTENDANCE

David Smith (Chair)

President

Energy Super

2

2

2/2

Catherine Bolger

Trustee Elected Director

Mine Wealth + Wellbeing;
State Super

2

2

2/2

Louise du Pre – Alba

Deputy President

AustralianSuper

2

2

2/2

Eva Scheerlinck

CEO

AIST

2

2

2/2

FINANCE, RISK AND AUDIT COMMITTEE
This committee is responsible for overseeing AIST's financial operations, audit requirements and risk assessments. Its functions involve
ensuring AIST complies with all relevant accounting standards, monitoring AIST's risk management framework, monitoring cash flows and
accounts against the approved budget and reviewing contractual arrangements prior to presentation to the board. The committee meets
every two months, with the first meeting being held in February 2017.
NAME

AIST POSITION

AIST MEMBER FUND

David Coogan (Chair)

N/A

Graeme Arnott*
Mark Puli
David Smith

MEETINGS
ATTENDED

MEETINGS
ELIGIBLE

ATTENDANCE

Pricewaterhouse Coopers

6

6

6/6

Staff elected director

First State Super

2

2

2/2

Staff elected director

ESSSuper

6

6

6/6

President

Energy Super

5

6

5/6

Suzette Thurman

Staff elected director

First State Super

2

4

2/4

Tom Garcia**

CEO

AIST

1

1

1/1

Matt Jackson

Head of Corporate Services

AIST

2

2

2/2

Maryann Mannix-White

Chief Membership Officer

AIST

6

6

6/6

Eva Scheerlinck

CEO

AIST

5

5

5/5

Senior Manager, Finance

AIST

3

4

3/4

#

##

Tanya Tran***

###

* Graeme Arnott resigned March 2017
# Suzette Thurman appointed June 2017

** Tom Garcia resigned March 2017
*** Tanya Tran resigned December 2017
## Matt Jackson appointed October 2017
## Eva Scheerlinck appointed April 2017
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AIST committees
Other committees:
The Board has also created two ad-hoc committees to assist its work, though the Board retains responsibility for any activities delegated.
The Education Committee and Policy and Governance Committees are comprised of AIST members, associates and staff that are suitability
qualified and experienced to contribute to AIST’s education and policy platforms. Membership is managed by the Chairs of each committee
and is by invitation only taking into account any skills or representation the committees needs to meet AIST’s mission. Committees should
have at least five members and there is currently no maximum number of members that can join.
EDUCATION*
This committee contributes to the development of AIST's education platform and content, monitors superannuation education trends,
proposing initiatives for new educational activities and suggesting educational topics for conferences, seminars and lunches.
NAME

AIST ROLE

ORGANISATION

Craig Peate (Chair)

Trustee elected director

Local Government Super

Adam Gibson

AIST member

AustralianSuper

Alice Green

AIST member

Hostplus

Julie Haines

AIST member

Statewide Super

Amy Maiolo

AIST member

LUCRF Super

Bruce McBain

AIST associate

Corporate Superannuation Association

Graeme Russell

AIST member

Media Super

Sophie Sigalas

AIST member

HESTA

Julie Watkins
(on behalf of Sophie Sigalas)

AIST member

HESTA

Cate Wood

AIST member

CareSuper

Sally Graham

Education Manager

AIST

Maryann Mannix-White

Chief Membership Officer

AIST

* The Education Committee will be superseded by the Membership Services Committee in 2018, the composition of which is yet to be
determined.
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POLICY AND GOVERNANCE
This committee contributes to the development of AIST's Policy Platform and specific policies stemming from it. Its functions include
monitoring superannuation policy developments, providing input for AIST submissions, making recommendations on research projects and
suggesting policy topics for engagement programs such as conferences.
NAME

AIST ROLE

ORGANISATION

Geoffrey Lake (Chair)

Trustee elected director

Vision Super

James Bennett

AIST member

Cbus

Melissa Birks

AIST associate

Link Group

Catherine Bolger

Trustee elected director

Mine Wealth + Wellbeing; State Super

Cath Bowtell

AIST associate

Industry Fund Services

Sandra Buckley

AIST associate

Women In Super

Benedict Davies

AIST member

UniSuper

Mary Delahunty

AIST member

HESTA

Louise du Pre-Alba

Staff elected director

AustralianSuper

John Holland

AIST member

Sunsuper

Rosemary Kelly

AIST member

First State Super

Julie Lander

AIST member

CareSuper

Rodney Maddock

AIST research partner

Australian Centre for Financial Studies

Zak May

AIST associate

Industry Super Australia

Patrick McAvaney

AIST member

Super SA

Bruce McBain

AIST associate

Corporate Superannuation Australia

Steven Miller

AIST member

TelstraSuper

Brenda Mills

AIST member

REST

Gerard Noonan

Trustee elected director

Media Super

Andrew Proebstl

AIST member

legalsuper

Stephen Reilly

AIST member

HESTA

Kulwant Singh-Pangly

AIST member

QSuper

David Smelt

AIST member

Statewide Super

Ann Smith

AIST member

First State Super

Cate Wood

AIST member

CareSuper

David Haynes

Senior Manager, Policy

AIST

Janet de Silva

Senior Manager, Media & Communications

AIST

Mark Sanders

Education & Training Consultant

AIST

Eva Scheerlinck

CEO

AIST

Jake Sims

Policy & Regulatory Analyst

AIST

Karen Volpato

Senior Policy Adviser

AIST

Richard Webb

Policy & Regulatory Analyst

AIST
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Executive management team
During the year AIST’s executive team was
restructured. Following the employment
of Eva Scheerlinck as the organisation’s
new CEO, Eva set about restructuring
the leadership team. A previously large
executive was reduced to three key
positions – Chief Membership Officer,
Head of Advocacy and Head of Corporate
Services. This change reflects the alignment
of the leadership team to the areas of
focus in the organisation’s strategic plan
and the key areas in which the business
operates. Bringing education, events and
leadership programs under the umbrella of
membership, will streamline professional
development activities and align them more
closely with member needs. In bringing
policy, governance and media together
under the advocacy function, members
should see a more strategic approach to
the way AIST represents member interests.
The newly created Corporate Services area
brings all support services to the business
together and should bring greater efficiency
to the way AIST operates. The new team
is settling in well and is already delivering
value for members.

Eva Scheerlinck
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Age: 45
Appointed: 2010
Qualifications: BA, LLB, Grad. Dip. Comm. Mgmt, GAICD, GAIST
Career overview:
—— Principal, Scheerlinck Consulting
—— CEO, Australian Lawyers Alliance/Australian Plaintiff Lawyers
Association
—— National Policy Manager, Australian Plaintiff Lawyers
Association
—— Solicitor, Ryan Carlisle Thomas
Eva was named acting chief executive on March 1 2017 and
formally commenced in the role on 23 March 2017. Prior to her
appointment Eva was in charge of the Advocacy and Governance
teams at AIST.
Eva has led the development of the new governance code for
AIST profit-to-member funds, and has also been pivotal in driving
industry-wide initiatives to improve outcomes for Indigenous
Australians, having been the inaugural chair of the Indigenous
Superannuation Working Group.
Since her appointment as CEO, Eva has been actively involved in
helping AIST member funds deal with the many challenges facing
the super industry, including the introduction of a new Governance
Code and the implications of the recently commenced Royal
Commission into Financial Services.
Eva is a member of the AIST Finance, Risk and Audit Committee,
Remuneration Committee, and Policy and Governance Committee.
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Ailsa Goodwin

Matthew Jackson

Age: 47

Age: 46

CHIEF MEMBERSHIP OFFICER

Appointed: 2017

Appointed: 2017

Age: 51

Qualifications: LLB (Hons), BA

Qualifications: BEc, CA, MAppFin,

Appointed: 2004

Career overview:
—— Regulatory Consultant, IFS
—— Regulatory Policy Manager, ISA
—— Senior Manager, ASIC

Career overview:
—— Manager, PwC
—— Associate Director, Hindal Corporate
—— Head of Corporate Development,
Slater & Gordon Ltd

Qualifications: GDipAppCorpGov
(in progress)

HEAD OF ADVOCACY

Ailsa joined AIST as Head of Advocacy in
October 2017 and has more than a decade
of experience working in financial services.
Ailsa is responsible for managing AIST’s
advocacy team including policy, research,
media and communications.
Ailsa is a member of the AIST Policy and
Governance Committee.

HEAD OF CORPORATE SERVICES

Matt joined AIST as Head of Corporate
Services in September 2017. Matt has
over 20 years’ experience in the financial
and legal sectors where he has had roles
encompassing finance, strategy, corporate
development, risk management and change
management.
Matt and his teams are responsible for
managing AIST’s support services, including
finance and analytics, risk management,
human resources, information technology
and marketing.
Matt is a member of the AIST Finance, Risk
and Audit Committee.

Maryann
Mannix-White

Career overview:
—— General Manager Marketing &
Communications, Make-A-Wish
Foundation of Australia
—— Marketing Manager, Tasmanian
Convention Bureau
—— Sales Manager, Melbourne Convention
and Visitors Bureau
Maryann is responsible for membership,
education and events at AIST. These
teams manage the relationships with AIST
members, undertake event management
logistics for all AIST events, and professional
development for AIST members. These
teams do their utmost to ensure the
member or stakeholder experience is of the
highest quality it can be.
Maryann is a member of the AIST Finance,
Risk and Audit Committee.
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Fund governance
FRASER REVIEW
In February this year, the former Reserve
Bank Governor and Treasury Secretary,
Bernie Fraser, released his report into notfor profit super fund governance.
The report was commissioned by AIST and
Industry Super Australia at the request of
the coalition of crossbench senators who
did not support the Government’s Trustee
Governance Bill.
The report found that the processes used
by profit-to-member funds and their
member-first ethos were central to their
outperformance and avoidance of scandals
affecting other parts of the finance sector.
It also found that the Government had not
adequately made the case for a mandatory
quota of independent directors, adding that
members’ interests would be better served
through a focus on directors’ values, skills
and expertise.
Extensive consultations with regulators,
international experts, consumer groups
and the superannuation industry were
conducted as part of the review.
Fraser Review recommendations on
profit-to-member super fund governance
included:
—— Develop the AIST Fund Governance
Framework for Not-For-Profit
Superannuation Funds into mandatory
code effective from 1 July 2017.
—— Formalise director appointment
standards to ensure new appointments
have the appropriate culture and values
and skills for strong oversight.
—— Improve professional, educational,
cultural and gender board diversity.
—— Continue to operate under a majority
representative trustee structure and
clarify that all directors are independent
of management; and the chair is the best
candidate as determined by the board.
—— Improve accountability to members on
governance issues through regular twoway communication via annual general
meetings or fund briefings.
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These key recommendations informed the
final stages of the development of AIST’s
Governance Code and continue to provide
guidance for AIST’s ongoing engagement
with our member funds on governance
issues.

THE GOVERNANCE CODE
Following an extensive consultation and
feedback process involving AIST member
funds and other governance experts,
AIST released its governance code and
accompanying guidance in mid-February.
Even though a strong legal and regulatory
framework is already in place for the
superannuation system, AIST believes that,
as the superannuation industry matures,
it is important to focus on building and
maintaining the highest possible standards
of governance. These standards are best set
by the industry itself to adapt to changes in
the environment and developments in best
practice.
The Code – which was modelled and built
around the ASX Corporate Governance

Principles – takes funds beyond existing
legal and regulatory requirements on
Australian super funds to reflect best
practice governance for representative
trustee boards.
Recognising that a host of factors contribute
towards best practice governance, the
Code covers a broad range of governance
issues and contains 21 requirements on key
issues. These include member engagement
opportunities; equal director voting rights;
strong risk culture; board renewal; chair
appointments; disclosure and transparency;
and remuneration practices.
The Code requires funds to maintain an
equal representation governance structure
(involving both member and employee
representation) whilst also allowing
the appointment of up to one-third
independent (non-representative) directors.
To provide funds with a useful resource
to assist in meeting the requirements of
AIST’s Governance Code, AIST developed
a guidance document. The guidance itself
does not contain any further requirements
for funds to meet but provides suggestions
on how the Code requirements might be
achieved and clarifies some areas of the
Code that generated discussion during our
member consultations.

Speaking at AIST’s Governance
Ideas Exchange, APRA deputy
chair, Helen Rowell, encouraged
funds to sign up to the Code.

Fund governance
AIST has also commenced the recruitment
of leading governance experts to form the
Code’s independent monitoring panel. Key
functions of the panel include:
—— Monitoring AIST member fund
compliance with the AIST Governance
Code;
—— Providing the AIST board with an
annual report on member fund code
compliance; and
—— Providing recommendations to promote
improved fund governance and Code
compliance
During the year, the Code was welcomed by
APRA. Speaking at AIST’s Governance Ideas
Exchange in October, APRA deputy chair,
Helen Rowell, encouraged funds to sign up
to the Code, noting its eight principles were
broadly consistent with APRA’s prudential
standards, while its requirements aligned
with the better practice examples in APRA’s
thematic review.
Ms Rowell said it was important that
AIST members did more than just comply
with the Code but “seek to live it through
meeting its spirit and intent.”
Voluntary code compliance had a start
date of 1 July 2017 and the Code will be
mandatory for all AIST profit-to-member
funds from 1 July 2018.

MANDATING
INDEPENDENCE FAILS
TO WIN SUPPORT
In the second half of the year, the
Government introduced four Bills into
Parliament concerning superannuation
matters, including a Bill to mandate onethird of independent directors on super
fund boards.
The Bill – Superannuation Laws Amendment
(Strengthening Trustees Arrangements)
2017– was introduced into the Senate (as
opposed to the more typical route via the
House of Representatives) and immediately
referred to a Senate Committee.

In relation to the vitally important issues
of equal representation and board
composition, the Bill was similar to the
Government’s previous 2015 Bill on super
fund governance, which was deferred by
the Senate pending the outcome of the
Fraser Review.
Key matters in the Bill include:
—— Trustee boards must have at least one
third independent directors;
—— Boards must have an independent
chair;
—— Equal representation removed from the
SIS Act;
—— New definition of independence; and
—— APRA will have the power to
determine whether or not a person is
independent.

It is the second time the governance Bill
has failed, with the crossbench blocking an
earlier attempt in 2015. The Bill then lapsed
when the 2016 election was called.
While the Government has insisted the
legislation is not off the agenda and will
be reintroduced next year, the legislation
is unlikely to be passed by the Senate in its
current form.

AIST recommended that the Senate reject
the Government’s push to introduce
a quota of independent directors on
superannuation fund boards, noting that
no evidence had been presented that the
current profit-to-member governance
model was failing members or that the
proposed changes would improve member
outcomes.
AIST reiterated these views during our
appearance before the Senate Economics
Committee’s public hearings into the four
Bills.
While the Senate committee report
ultimately recommended that Senators
support the Bill (with a dissenting report
from Labor Senator, Chris Ketter), the
Bill was never introduced to the Lower
House. The Bills were opposed by Labor
and the Greens which meant support from
crossbenchers including Pauline Hanson’s
One Nation group, the Nick Xenophon Team
and Derryn Hinch was necessary for it to
pass the Senate.
Ultimately, lack of support from the
crossbench – following meetings with
industry representatives, including AIST –
saw the Government remove the Bill from
the parliamentary agenda.
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Fund governance
TRUSTEE DIRECTOR
COURSE ENTERS ITS
FOURTH YEAR
More than 40 directors and would-be
directors participated in AIST’s Trustee
Director Course during the year, including
our first Indigenous and international
registrants. This represents more than 10
per cent of our trustee director members.
While the majority of these individuals
participated in the five day course, there is
growing interest in the flexibility of modular
registration and the ability to complete the
course progressively, over any time period.
This change to the course was introduced in
response to member feedback.
Cbus CEO David Atkin contributed to the
November level one course as a guest CEO,
providing valuable first-hand insights on
superannuation fund operations. Gerard

TRUSTEE OF THE YEAR
Recognising the significant contribution that
leading trustees in the profit-to-member
sector make towards improving retirement
outcomes, AIST presents an annual Trustee
of the Year Award. The 2017 Award
recipient was Cate Wood, the current chair

Noonan, Chair of Media Super and Industry
Fund Services (IFS) CEO Cath Bowtell, also
guided and challenged participants through
the board meeting role plays.
Participants reviewed the implementation
of the new accounting standard AASB1056
in the updated course module Interpreting
Financial Statements, examining newly
released superannuation fund financial
statements.
Ongoing feedback from course participants
collected during the year, highlights how
participants value learning about how
to evaluate board decisions and take a
strategic approach.
AIST thanks J.P. Morgan for hosting our
course in Sydney, and PwC and KPMG for
hosting our Melbourne courses.

of CareSuper and also Chair and National
Spokesperson of Women in Super.
AIST’s Award recognised that Cate is
highly regarded in the superannuation
industry for being a passionate trustee
director who has played a key role in many

“The AIST Trustee
Director Course, Build
your expertise was an
excellent introduction
to the role of a
superannuation trustee.
The presentations and
the written assessment
work focused the mind
on the critical issues
that determine the
benefits that members
receive from their fund.”
Sally Evans, Non-executive director
Opal Specialist Aged Care
(formerly Head of Retirement, AMP)

important industry developments, including
CareSuper’s successful merger with Asset
Super in 2012. The Award – which is
sponsored by Shroders – also recognised
Cate’s significant involvement in leadership
and volunteer roles at Women in Super, the
Mother’s Day Classic Foundation and other
industry organisations, including AIST.
Under Cate’s stewardship, Women in
Super has become a leading advocate for
improving women’s retirement outcomes,
especially those on low incomes.
Presenting the Award, Schroders’
Institutional Client Director, Kerrie Howard,
noted that trustees were under increasing
pressure to perform duties to an even
higher standard. “Trustee directors have
an endless array of responsibilities from
accountable dialogue with fund members;
negotiating a path through the constantly
changing regulatory environment; to the
broader commitment of improving the
profit-to-member segment of the super
system,” Ms Howard said.
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Advocacy and policy
2017 FEDERAL BUDGET
Compared to the 2016 Federal Budget
when 12 policy changes to superannuation
were announced, the 2017 Budget was
relatively light on for superannuation.
Of the proposals concerning super, the
most significant were two housing-related
measures – the First Home Super Saver
Scheme and a measure to encourage
would-be retirees to consider downsizing
– and the creation of a single external
dispute resolution body for all financial
disputes, seeing an end to the existing
Superannuation Complaints Tribunal (SCT)
which has served fund members well. (See
Page 42 for an overview of our advocacy on
this latter issue).
The two housing/super measures –
described by the Government as reforms
that would help tackle Australia’s housing
affordability crisis – received a mixed
response from the industry and the wider
community.
The FHSSS allows superannuation fund
members to build a housing deposit inside
their superannuation. While some profit-tomember superannuation funds welcomed
the scheme as a potential engagement
tool for young people, others were less
enthusiastic.
While noting that the FHSSS was limited
to voluntary superannuation contributions
of up to $30,000 and did not allow people
to access their existing compulsory
superannuation contributions, a key
concern of AIST’s was that the measure
was inconsistent with the objective of
superannuation to provide income in
retirement.
We also warned in submissions to Treasury
that the implementation of the scheme
would be very complex, particularly in
regards to the transfer of funds to the home
buyer. We further noted that based on the
seven year experience with the previous
First Home Saver Accounts (FHSA), a high
take-up rate was unlikely.

Whilst AIST did not expressly oppose the
downsizing measure – which allows older
Australians to downsize and contribute
up to $300,000 from the sale proceeds of
their home into superannuation as a nonconcessional contribution – we pointed out
that the measure was poorly targeted in
that it was unlikely to help ordinary wage
earners.
In December, the Bills for both measures –
The Treasury Laws Amendment (Reducing
Pressure on Housing Affordability Measures
No. 1) Bill 2017 and First Home Super
Saver Tax Bill 2017 – passed through the
Parliament. From 1 July 2018 first home
buyers will be able to withdraw voluntary
superannuation contributions they’ve made
since 1 July 2017, along with a deemed rate
of earnings, to help buy their home.
The Bill was amended to require an
independent review of the operation of
these measures 18 months after the Bill
receives Royal Assent as well as to allow
individuals who suffer financial hardship
to withdraw funds under the FHSSS even
though they may have previously owned a
home.
AIST will continue to engage with
Government and the regulators about the
implementation of these schemes.
As in previous years, AIST provided a timely
update on the Budget announcements the
following morning, including a consumerfocused summary to funds that could
use in their own communications to fund
members. More than 2,000 individuals read
this Budget summary with a number of AIST
member funds uploading it to their websites.

with extra resources put into member
communications.
AIST’s proactive advocacy around these
changes was to point out that very few
people would be impacted, particularly in
regards to changes to the tax concession
regime.
The changes required for the 2016 Budget
were extensive, requiring wholesale
redesign of processes at the ATO to ensure
that taxpayers were accurately captured
by the systems. Existing changes at the
ATO underway as part of the existing Single
Touch Payroll (STP), Member Account
Attribution Service (MAAS) and Member
Account Transaction Service (MATS)
projects will see information sent between
funds and the ATO progressively changing
to an events basis, rather than the periodic
reporting currently in place through
processes such as the Member Contribution
Statement (MCS) reporting.
AIST was represented through this process
at several series of consultations on
both technical and design matters, with
consultation led by the ATO and involving
representatives from funds, administrators,
Treasury and APRA. Consultation was
frequent and resulted in issues being
identified and promptly resolved, with
some technical issues ultimately requiring
the drafting and passing through Parliament
of urgent legislation to resolve them.

IMPLEMENTATION OF
2016 BUDGET CHANGES
From July 2017 a number of changes
to superannuation relating to the 2016
Federal Budget came into effect. Despite
the short-term disruption and confusion
that these changes caused many people,
most AIST member funds report managing
these changes relatively smoothly
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Advocacy and policy
THE OBJECTIVE OF
SUPERANNUATION
In early 2017, AIST appeared before
the Senate inquiry into the objective
of superannuation bill. The inquiry
examined the need for an objective
for superannuation and whether the
Government’s proposed objective – “to
provide income in retirement to substitute
or supplement the Age Pension” – was
appropriate.
AIST voiced strong support for a legislated
objective of superannuation in a form and
structure that would genuinely guide the
development of future superannuation and
retirement incomes policy. AIST believes
the proposed objective in its current form
will not achieve this.
Appearing before the inquiry, AIST
voiced concern about a lack of industry
consultation on the Government’s
proposed objective, despite a high degree
of consensus among industry stakeholders
about a common objective definition.
AIST and the other peak bodies had
strongly argued that for the objective to be
meaningful and reflect the basis on which
the super system was established – ie,
to enable Australians to enjoy a decent
standard of living in retirement – that an
adequacy measure should be included.
AIST also argued that robust methodology
with clear benchmarks was needed to test
whether super was meeting its objective
and road-test policies against the objective.
Moreover, the proposed objective did
not recognise the role superannuation
plays in increasing national savings. It also
did not address the need to tackle the
superannuation gender gap.
Despite the concerns raised by AIST and
other stakeholders, the Senate Economics
Committee backed the proposed objective.
In dissenting report and picking up on the
industry’s concerns, Labor Senators said
that if an objective was worth having it
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was worth doing properly. They expressed
concern that the Government had failed to
secure sufficient stakeholder support for
their proposed objective or to achieve the
broad political consensus recommended by
the Murray Financial System Inquiry.
The objective of superannuation bill is still
awaiting a second reading in the Senate.

MEMBERS’ INTERESTS
MUST DRIVE DEFAULT
SELECTION PROCESS
The critically important debate on default
fund selection moved to centre stage in
March with the Productivity Commission’s
release of the draft report on alternative
default models. Responding to the report
and appearing before the Commission’s
hearings in Sydney, AIST reiterated the need
for the highest level of consumer protection
around default fund selection, noting that
funds currently named in default funds
within modern awards had generally
outperformed over the short, medium and
long term.
We further argued that the existing
industrial-based legislative framework was
not only in the best interests of members it
was also critical to balancing the interests
of employees and employers in relation to
default fund selection.
AIST noted that top performing retirement
income systems around the world were
industrially-based and that Australian
employer and employee associations had
a long history of working efficiently and
cooperatively in the default fund selection
process.
AIST reiterated its support for a quality
filter – higher than the MySuper
requirements – to short-list default funds,
noting that this measure already existed in
the current default Fair Work Commission
selection process, which has stalled due to
Government inaction.
AIST pointed out that one of the very
positive aspects of the current default

system was that it recognised that different
industries had different demographics
that might require a different investment
management style, different services and
different insurance offerings.
In a bid to strengthen our advocacy on
defaults, AIST conducted an Essential Media
Poll which suggested that the vast majority
(91 per cent) of Australians believe default
superannuation funds should return all
profits to members.
The poll also found that 71 per cent of
those surveyed believed an employer
should not be able to select a default fund
that was associated with the employer’s
bank as this might not necessarily be in the
workers’ best interests.
The polling showed that while more
than half of respondents understood the
idea of a default fund, the majority were
unaware that the default fund is agreed
by employers and workers when setting
wage and conditions under an enterprise/
certified agreement.
One in four people surveyed did not know
if they were in a default fund, highlighting
the need for further communications work
by AIST to explain in plain English how the
default fund system works in practice.
The Commission’s draft report on default
models is scheduled for release in midAugust.

Advocacy and policy
EFFICIENCY REVIEW
Following the commencement of the
third and final stage of the Productivity
Commission review into the efficiency and
competitiveness of the superannuation
system commencing in July, AIST launched
another round of consultations with
member funds.
The Stage three review is using the criteria
identified in stage one of the review to
assess the efficiency and competitiveness
of the system, including group insurance
arrangements in super. It will also be
making recommendations on the default
fund selection models developed during
stage two of the review.
Responding to the release of an issues
paper from the Commission, AIST reiterated
its strong support for the legislated but
not yet implemented system for selecting
default superannuation funds. Even
without the enhanced quality filter arising
from the legislated system, we noted that
the existing model has delivered outperformance for default members and
provided many benefits to the greater
economy. We also pointed out that the
review process had failed to deliver any
hard evidence that any of the proposed
alternate models would deliver superior
retirement outcomes for members. Without
such evidence –we warned the Commission
about the risks and costs in dismantling the
current system. We also noted the logical
starting point to any review of efficiency
of the super system should start with
Choice funds in the retail sector which have
consistently underperformed the default
sector.
In late August, the Commission sent a
survey to 130 super funds, which was
followed by a second survey to fund CEOs.
The Commission indicated that it would
also survey fund members as part of the
Inquiry.
Following several well-attended meetings
with member funds, AIST, together with
ISA, raised concerns to the Productivity

Commission about the functionality, quality
and confidentiality of the fund survey.
The Productivity Commission responded
by re-designing aspects of the survey,
conducting more pilot testing and
extending the deadline for funds to
complete the survey.
However, AIST remained concerned
about key aspects of the survey, notably
the subjective nature of key questions.
We also remained concerned about the
confidentiality of commercially sensitive
information supplied by funds and sought
further legal advice.
AIST and ISA conducted further meetings
with the Productivity Commission and also
with member fund representatives. We
provided widespread support to funds in
relation to the survey.
The stage 3 draft report was due to
Government by January 2018, with the final
report due by July 2018. However, both
reports were delayed.

FEE & COST DISCLOSURE
2017 marked the fourth year of AIST’s very
significant involvement in the industry-wide
consultation with Australian Securities
and Investment Commission (ASIC) on the
controversial RG 97 fee and disclosure
requirements.
With consultation meetings stretching
across the year, AIST was steadfast in its
call for a level playing field on disclosure,
as well as the need for transparent and
meaningful disclosure for consumers.
As part of our role in the RG 97 Industry
Working Group, AIST was successful in
getting ASIC to grant an eight month
deadline extension for the commencement
of the new requirements. We also
contributed heavily to the development of
industry guidance on fee and cost disclosure
and played a major role in the successful
joint industry application to ASIC for partial
relief from funds in disclosing certain fees

and costs in periodic statements.
However AIST remains concerned that not
only do the requirements provide an unfair
commercial advantage to super products
exempt from certain disclosure obligations,
they could also mislead consumers.
Moreover, there is substantial confusion
among our member funds about various
terms in the requirements and concern
about the way fees and costs between asset
classes are treated differently.
The issue of a disclosure specifically in the
Choice sector was another focus of AIST’s
advocacy. In various submissions to the
Government and Productivity Commission,
as well as meetings with regulators and
media commentary, we raised concerns
about Choice members of ‘for-profit’ funds
being in the dark about poor performance.
Our advocacy on this issue was enhanced
by AIST-commissioned research on fees
and performance. This comprehensive
research project conducted by SuperRatings
examined more than 600 MySuper and
Choice investment options on a likefor-like basis. The report found that
the vast majority of retail master trusts
underperform profit-to-member funds with
similar asset allocations. It also uncovered
examples of blatant rorting by retail funds
with a balanced investment option who
charge their members in choice substantially
higher fees for what is arguably their same
offering through their MySuper product.
Disturbing findings to say the least.
Releasing the research, AIST called for
urgent action on improving fees and cost
disclosure in the Choice sector, adding that
current RG 97 requirements would not fix
the problem.
AIST continues to work with the industry,
as well as ASIC and other stakeholders
on improving fee and cost disclosure
across APRA-regulated funds. Most
recently, we called for an overhaul of the
current requirements and suggested that
stakeholders and the regulator may need to
go back to the drawing board to get it right.
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Advocacy and policy
MIND THE GAP
2017 was the year when politicians of
various persuasions recognised the need
to examine and address the problem of
unpaid super – something AIST has long
called for.
In addition to the Inquiry by the Senate
Economics References Committee into
unpaid super which commenced early
in the year, the Minister for Revenue
and Financial Services Kelly O’Dwyer set
up the Super Guarantee Cross Agency
Working Group to investigate and
develop recommendations to deal with
Superannuation Guarantee (SG) noncompliance. Later in the year the Nick
Xenophon Team introduced a Private
Member’s Bill – Fair Work Amendment
(Recovering Unpaid Superannuation) Bill
2017 – aimed at giving employees more
power to pursue unpaid super.
In our submission to the Senate inquiry into
unpaid super, AIST recommended better
resourcing, changes to the way the SG is
calculated and stronger action on the nonpayment of SG. We also called for improved
payslip reporting and stronger support for
SuperStream and Single Touch Payroll.

Single Touch Payroll for super payments
was a critical reform needed to address the
issue of unpaid super. Moving to electronic
payment systems will give the ATO nearreal time visibility of an employee’s wage
and super payments to workers, and allow
enforcement to be far more immediate. We
also welcomed a recommendation to close
a salary sacrifice loophole which leaves
some employees short-changed.

AIST said calculating SG on gross
remuneration rather than ordinary time
earnings – together with the removal of
the $450 monthly threshold – would be
welcome steps to simplify the obligation.

However, we did not support a
recommendation that could see a watering
down of the existing penalty regime for
employers who do not meet their SG
obligations.

AIST was pleased to see many of our
recommendations were included in the
Senate’s concluding report, which in
total contained 32 recommendations– all
supported by AIST.

We see no justification for reducing
penalties for non-compliant employers and
note that the Government has indicated it
will maintain the existing penalty regime.

Later in the year, the Cross Agency
Working Group released its findings, with
nine key recommendations tabled to the
Government.
While noting that many of these
recommendations did not go far enough
to fully address key issues, AIST broadly
welcomed the package. In particular, the
requirement for small employers to adopt
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Furthermore, we remain concerned that
additional measures – not covered in the
cross-agency report – are required to tackle
the unpaid super problem. This includes
the removal of the $450 monthly income
threshold for SG payments and requiring
employers to pay SG at least monthly if not
more frequently.
While the Government supported the salary
sacrifice measure with new legislation, it

has not released any detailed commentary
on the other eight recommendations,
which include the extension of Single Touch
Payroll to all businesses (including small
businesses). Agency actions include the ATO
ramping up its monitoring and case work of
SG non-compliance.
While the Nick Xenophon Bill was not
expected to progress to voting stage, AIST
met with Mr Xenophon and his team to
discuss our support for the majority of the
Bill’s measures and our commitment to
tackling unpaid super.
Throughout the year, AIST’s response to
many of these developments concerning
unpaid super received strong media
coverage, suggesting there is growing public
awareness and concern about this issue.

AIST ‘s many recommendations
were included in the Senate’s
concluding report.

Advocacy and policy
TIME TO GO: $450
MONTHLY INCOME
THRESHOLD

—— Member Account Transaction Service
(MATS): how funds report transactional
details such as contributions made.

Throughout the year AIST, as well as groups
we are aligned with – notably Women in
Super and the Indigenous Super Working
Group (ISWG) – stepped up advocacy
for removal of the $450 monthly income
threshold.

While AIST acknowledged the merit
of the recommendations – notably of
MyGov showing more up-to-date balance
information – we stressed the need for any
changes to be introduced over a reasonable
time frame in a staged approach and in
close cooperation with the industry. We
also felt it was vital that the ATO was able
to demonstrate how the proposed changes
would benefit consumers and how they
were supported by a comprehensive
business case.

Under the current $450 monthly income
threshold policy, employers are not
required to pay superannuation guarantee
(SG) to employees over the age of 18 that
earn less than $450 per month.
Australian Bureau of Statistics data shows
an estimated 220,000 Australian females
and 145,000 males are missing out on
around $125 million of superannuation
contributions each year. This includes a high
portion of Indigenous adults, whose income
is almost half that of other Australian
adults.

CHANGES TO FUND
REPORTING
A review by the Australian Tax Office
(ATO) into the way super funds report
contributions saw AIST consult heavily
with industry and the ATO to ensure
the implementation of any proposed
changes were not only cost-effective and
transparent, but also in members’ best
interests.
The ATO is implementing the review
findings moving to more frequent eventbased reporting of member data, to
provide a range of benefits for both funds
and members. The data collected will
be visible to individuals looking at their
superannuation details on MyGov.
The ATO introduced two new categories of
fund reporting:
—— Member Account Attribute Service
(MAAS): how funds report member
details (or member attributes) to the
Australian Tax Office; and

SINGLE TOUCH PAYROLL
Throughout the year, AIST was very
actively engaged with the ATO ahead of
the introduction of Single Touch Payroll
(STP) – a government initiative designed to
streamline the way employers report their
pay and super obligations.
AIST called on the Government to extend
the mandatory uptake of Single Touch
Payroll for small businesses to address
non-payment of superannuation in the
black economy. The Australian Government
has announced it will expand Single Touch
Payroll to include employers with 19 or
less employees from 1 July 2019. This will
be subject to legislation being passed in
parliament.
In a submission to the Black Economy
Taskforce, AIST noted that the scale of black
economy transactions in Australia was a
concern, not just with many employees
being underpaid but these employees not
getting superannuation entitlements from
their employers.
Single Touch Payroll is an important
element in the ATO receiving regular and
accurate information on Superannuation
Guarantee obligations from all employers.
AIST’s submission recommended the
Taskforce support existing initiatives

(SuperStream, Single Touch Payroll
and new superannuation reporting) as
the most effective ways of increasing
super compliance, in preference to the
Taskforce’s suggestion about adapting
the New Payment Platform (NPP) for this
purpose. The NPP provides a new payments
system and is an important and exciting
development, but SuperStream has already
delivered billions of dollars of benefits to
super fund members, and it’s being used to
deliver even more benefits.

POST-RETIREMENT
Despite widespread industry recognition
of the need for funds to develop a strong
post-retirement framework, 2017 saw little
Government or regulator action on this
front.
In mid-year, the Government released a
discussion paper on Comprehensive Income
Products in Retirements (CIPRs), more
commonly referred to as MyRetirement
products.
Responding to the paper, AIST called for
trustees to have the flexibility to assess
which retirement products – if any – best
suit their members’ needs and to offer
a range of options. While we support
funds being required to have a retirement
incomes framework, we do not support it
being mandatory for funds to offer a CIPR
as was recommended by David Murray’s
Financial System Inquiry.
AIST believes that the relative immaturity
of the super system means annuity-style
products are unlikely to be appropriate or
cost-effective for most members.
We continue to present our concerns to
Treasury and other stakeholders about
consumers being pushed into postretirement products that may be unsuitable
and lead to a poorer retirement outcome.
The Government is likely to release further
proposals for consideration during 2018.
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A COLLECTIVE APPROACH:
OPERATIONAL DUE
DILIGENCE
Over the course of the year, AIST’s stepped
up its work on a new process to help AIST
member funds and investment managers
meet APRA’s operational due diligence
(ODD) requirements.
The development of the new AIST process
aims to help member funds meet ODD
requirements in the most cost-effective and
efficient manner – ultimately delivering
benefits for superannuation consumers.
Although still early in the roll out phase,
AIST was encouraged by support received
from investment managers in implementing
the process recommended in our ODD
Guidance Note, launched at CMSF in March
2017.
Since then, more than 50 managers have
indicated they are appointing an ODD
provider, or have appointed one. To date, a
few ODD reports have been received under
the AIST model, with more expected. We
have also received inquiries from global
providers who are considering entering the
Australian market.
Using the AIST model, multiple and
repetitive reviews (commissioned by
the Trustee) are replaced by a single
review (commissioned by the investment
manager). Hence costs, time and resourcing
are kept to a minimum saving the industry
many millions of dollars and enhancing the
efficiency of the process.
Investment managers are increasingly
supporting the AIST approach, with many
commissioning reviews in line with the
Guidance Note. AIST is closely monitoring
the process to ensure that high standards
and levels of accountability are being put
in place.
To build on this momentum, and to ensure
the success of this new initiative, AIST
urged member funds to ask existing and
proposed investment managers to provide
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the fund with an ODD report within an
appropriate timeframe.
We also recommended that the fund’s
internal investment team, or asset
consultants, only short list prospective
managers who agree to provide the fund
with an ODD report.
In developing and implementing the
Guidance Note, AIST liaised closely with
APRA who encouraged this initiative
and is keen to see industry progress. We
understand that APRA has commenced
reviewing the ODD processes of some
RSEs when conducting periodic investment
reviews.

MEMBER OUTCOME TEST
– IMPORTANCE OF NET
RETURNS
Another policy development that became
a top priority for AIST during the year was
the Government’s proposal to modify the
MySuper ‘scale’ test and introduce an
annual member outcomes test.
This test is part of a wider package of
reforms that form the basis for the
Government’s Treasury Legislation
Amendment (Improving Accountability and
Member Outcomes in Superannuation) Bill
2017.
The package of reforms covered seven main
areas:
—— Annual MySuper outcomes assessment;
—— Authority to offer a MySuper Product;
—— Director penalties;
—— Approval to own or control a
registerable superannuation entity
(RSE) licensee;
—— Australian Prudential Regulation
Authority (APRA) directions powers;
—— Annual member meetings;
—— Reporting standards.
Responding to the outcomes test proposal,
AIST noted that the proposed framework
for the outcomes assessment did not
give sufficient weight to net returns. It is

POLICY UPDATES
WERE OPENED
MORE THAN

41,000
TIMES IN 2017

important that net returns be the primary
consideration for any outcomes assessment
and rank higher than any other criteria.
AIST recommended a two-tiered test that
ranks net returns above the other criteria
which includes services provided and
facilities offered. AIST also called for the
assessment – currently limited to MySuper
options – to be applied across all sectors of
the industry.
Similarly, we argued that the Government’s
proposal to enhance APRA powers – which
includes giving APRA directions power, and
expanding the director penalty regime –
should also apply to the Choice sector.
Recognising the value of direct member
contact with super fund boards and
senior management, AIST supported the
requirement for annual member meetings,
however we noted that the Bill was too
prescriptive on AGMs and that this risked
stifling innovation and added unnecessary
expense.
As part of our advocacy on the Bill, AIST
appeared before the Senate Economics
Committee’ public hearings which was also
examining the Government’s Bill on super
fund governance.
In addition to raising our concerns about
net returns, AIST argued that the Bill
ignored underperformance in the Choice
sector and that any outcomes test must be
extended to Choice products.

Advocacy and policy
HOUSING AND
RETIREMENT
Against a background of a Governmentled debate and subsequent media frenzy
on whether first home buyers should be
allowed access to their super, AIST stepped
up its advocacy of the objective of super
being for retirement income and our
concern about tapping into super for other
purposes.
At the same time – and recognising
that housing is a fourth “pillar” of
our retirement income system – AIST
commissioned research from prominent
economist, Saul Eslake, to shed further light
on the impact of declining home ownership
on retirement.
The research – released at CMSF – found
older people were increasingly heading into
retirement with either mortgage debt or
having to rely on privately rented housing.
It predicted that increasing numbers of
retirees would use some, if not all, of
their superannuation to discharge their
outstanding mortgage, which in turn, would
see more people rely on the Age Pension.
The report concluded that failure to
address the ongoing deterioration in
housing affordability would condemn future
generations to poorer living standards and
higher taxes as Age Pension costs increased.
Importantly, the report also highlighted
that allowing first home buyers access to
super would do little to improve housing
affordability and could actually have the
reverse effect.
The report was very well-received at
CMSF and among business and political
commentators. It was widely covered by
the media, with both Saul Eslake and AIST’s
CEO gaining spots on the nightly news
reports and featuring in radio and print
coverage.
In other matters concerning housing
affordability, AIST welcomed new measures
proposed by the Federal Labor Party. This

included banning borrowing arrangements
in Self-Managed Super Funds (SMSFs),
could help first home buyers by reducing
competition from investors and also help
reduce risk in the super sector. AIST also
welcomed Labor’s proposal for a bondaggregator investment model that could
make it easier for institutional investors,
such as pooled super funds, to invest
in housing and improve the supply of
affordable housing for low income earners
and vulnerable citizens. We also supported
Labor’s proposal to restrict negative gearing
to existing housing.

ONLINE CHOICE
FORM MUST NOT
DILUTE CONSUMER
PROTECTIONS
Recognising the need for a strong consumer
protection framework when super fund
members make an active choice about their
super, AIST prioritised engagement with the
ATO on the design of its new online Choice
of super fund form – a part of the Single
Touch Payroll project.
The new form will allow employees’
superannuation account preferences to

be submitted online rather than on paper
forms – a process that may benefit both
employers and employees. Millions of
employees are likely to use the online form.
It will also allow consumers to see a list
of their existing superannuation accounts
or select their employer’s default fund – a
feature that paper forms are unable to
deliver. This makes it easier for people
wanting to keep all their superannuation in
one place without having all the details on
hand.
However, AIST was concerned when initial
drafts of the form did not appear to support
the existing default fund selection process
and seemed to reduce consumer protection
and potentially display incomplete
information. AIST successfully called on the
ATO to delay implementation to address
crucial issues: at the time of writing it
appears that both default information and
consumer protection information will be
included on the form.
AIST also called on the ATO to undertake
further consumer testing and de-couple
the voluntary implementation of the online
choice form from the mandatory timelines
of Single Touch Payroll.
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Advocacy and policy
SUPERSTREAM
AIST worked closely with the ATO in
2017 to further develop and implement
SuperStream. With more than one million
businesses and over 200 funds involved in
the initial rollout, as well as about 350,000
self-managed super funds, the enormity of
implementing SuperStream should not be
underestimated.
The first four years of the $1.5 billion
SuperStream program, developed in
2011, were focussed primarily on the
superannuation industry transforming
business-to-business transactions – that
is, fund-to-fund and employer-to-fund
transactions. 2017 saw the second stage
roll out, involving government-to-business
transactions, the ATO sending rollovers and
contributions to funds that aligned to the
SuperStream data standard.
The third and final stage will involve
implementing business-to-government
reporting, including the redesign of APRAregulated fund reporting for member
contributions, lost members and the
transfer of unclaimed accounts into the
ATO, reusing the SuperStream asset.
In May, the ATO commenced paying
government contributions to super funds in
accordance with the SuperStream standard,
including low income super contributions,
superannuation holding accounts, super
guarantee and co-contributions.
Meanwhile, a new report released by
the ATO showed that 95 per cent of
superannuation payments were now digital
following the five-year SuperStream project
rollout, resulting in savings of $2.4 billion
per year.
The shift to digital payments has enabled
faster rollover of members’ monies from
fund to fund and greater consolidation of
accounts, which has helped to decrease the
number of lost accounts.
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ONE STOP FOR
COMPLAINTS NEEDS
CAREFUL TRANSITION
During the year AIST consulted with our
member funds, Treasury, the Ramsay
review panel, the Transition Team
and other key stakeholders about the
Government’s proposal to establish the
Australian Financial Complaints Authority
(AFCA). AFCA will commence operations in
mid-2018 and absorb the Superannuation
Complaints Tribunal (SCT) and the Financial
Ombudsman Service.
From May to the end of the year, we
completed six submissions relating to
this proposal, raising a host of issues. Key
among them were our concern that super
fund members could lose appeal rights, the
need for a careful transition, and concern
about the appropriateness and fairness of
funding arrangements.
In an environment where final decisions
relating to super accounts or death benefits
have potentially life changing impacts,
AIST noted appeal rights are extremely
important.
It is intended for AFCA to hear complaints
from organisations across the entire finance
sector, which includes superannuation
funds, financial advisers, banks, and
insurers.
Our submissions noted that as each sector
of the finance industry would be required
to fund AFCA it was important that each
part of the sector does not pay more than
their fair share. The evidence to date shows
there are fewer superannuation complaints
than non-superannuation complaints.
Our submissions also noted that the
Government had signalled an intention to
reduce the SCT’s funding over the coming
years until it is wound up. We argued this
could detrimentally impact more than
1,600 fund members who are existing SCT
complainants, as well as any new members
with ‘open’ complaints prior to the
establishment of AFCA.

A number of our key concerns were
addressed by Treasury and the Ramsay
review panel as evidenced by the fact
that the Bill introduced into parliament
contained a number of provisions that were
not present throughout the review process.
We highlighted the need for the legislation
to entrench the claims staking process, for
AFCA to be a not-for-profit entity, for the
transition arrangements to be managed
appropriately, and for AFCA to have similar
powers to the SCT in order to ensure it
could resolve complaints effectively and
efficiently.
Notwithstanding our advocacy, there
are a number of matters that are yet to
be addressed and we will be working
constructively with the Transition Team and
AFCA to ensure that superannuation fund
members are not left worse off as a result
of the transition away from the SCT.
The legislation to establish AFCA passed
through the Senate in December and the
House of Representatives in early 2018.
AFCA is set to be operational by 1
November 2018.

INDIGENOUS SUPER
AIST is a founding member of the
Indigenous Super Working Group which
aims to improve superannuation and
retirement outcomes for Indigenous
members.
Following on from the Indigenous Super
Summit held in late 2016, ISWG resolved to
prioritise the following areas of policy and
engagement:
—— Greater interaction between the
industry and Indigenous financial
counsellors
—— Access for funds to the financial
counsellors’ registration database for
verification of appropriate agents
—— Greater need for data from funds and
government agencies to understand the
needs of Indigenous consumers
—— The inclusion of insurers and

Advocacy and policy
administrators in discussions
—— Consistent implementation of AUSTRAC
guidelines for Indigenous ID verification
During the six meetings held throughout
the year ISWG met with representatives
from Government departments with an
interest in the Indigenous experience of
superannuation.
This included representatives from
Treasury’s retirement income and policy
division and the department of Prime
Minister and Cabinet.
Discussions were held on various policy
initiatives that ISWG could pursue, with
ISWG advocating in the media for the
removal of the $450 monthly income
threshold which is prevents some
Indigenous individuals receiving super
contributions from their employers.
During the year, AIST convened a meeting
with member funds and AUSTRAC
representatives to discuss how the
implementation of AUSTRAC’s guidance on
more flexible ID verification for Indigenous
members. We also worked with Financial
Counselling Australia to promote a financial
counselling register that funds could use to
help verify the identify those counsellors
who are assisting Indigenous fund
members.

AIST’S KAREN VOLPATO WINS 2017 WOMAN
OF THE YEAR AWARD
AIST senior policy advisor
Karen Volpato was named
the 2017 Woman of the
Year at the 5th annual
Money Management &
Super Review Women in
Financial Services Awards.
The Award – which
celebrates women’s
achievements across
the financial services
sector – is a fitting
tribute to Karen’s tireless
and passionate work in
superannuation policy
and research and a long
career in championing
better retirement
outcomes for members.
Karen’s recent work on the AIST-Mercer Super Tracker and her very
active involvement in the long and complex industry negotiations
regarding Regulatory Guide 97 fee and cost disclosure are just two
highlights in an outstanding 37-year career in superannuation. During
RG97 negotiations, Karen emphasized an objective and principles-based
approach, which is gaining consensus across the industry.
Throughout her career Karen has championed gender equality,
particularly through her work with Women in Super, where she was chair
of policy committee for four years, and also as marketing manager of
First State Super where she developed Australia’s first women and super
website. As part of her work with the AIST-Mercer Super Tracker, Karen
introduced a gender lens to the Tracker to provide an evidence-based
assessment on how policy changes might impact on women’s retirement
outcomes.
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Insurance under the spotlight
Against a background of heightened media
commentary and public questioning about
the value insurance in superannuation,
2017 saw AIST and a range of other
stakeholders consider ways to improve
insurance offerings to super fund members.
During the year, five separate bodies –
including a Joint Parliamentary Inquiry
and the Productivity Commission – were
examining insurance in super.
AIST was particularly active on the
Insurance in Superannuation Industry
Working Group (ISWG), comprising
peak superannuation bodies sharing the
common belief that group insurance in
superannuation is fundamentally the right
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policy setting for millions of Australians.
In addition to AIST, the other ISWG
members were Association of
Superannuation Funds of Australia
(ASFA), the Financial Services Council
(FSC), Industry Funds Forum (IFF) and
Industry Super Australia (ISA). The group
also included representative life insurers,
superannuation funds and consumer
advocates.
Through ISWG, AIST worked collaboratively
with the other peak bodies to develop
new standards for trustees and insurers
and deliver a Code of Practice to set the
benchmark for industry practice.

ISWG’s work priorities included:
—— Reducing benefit erosion on
superannuation account balances for
members, including establishing the
right level of automatic cover;
—— Reducing inappropriate multiple
insurance policies;
—— Providing better and more timely
assistance to members during claims;
—— Improving superannuation fund
member communications on insurance;
and
—— Undertaking independent research
on the costs and benefits of group
insurance within superannuation.

Insurance under the spotlight
HUGE BENEFITS BUT
ALSO AREAS TO IMPROVE
During the year, the ISWG commissioned a
report by KPMG on default group insurance
as part of its process to develop the Code
and assess key areas for improvement.
The report demonstrated the very
significant benefits of default group
insurance arrangements both to individuals
and to the Australian economy but also
pointed to the need for industry measures
to ensure an appropriate balance between
insurance benefits and costs.
Key highlights of the KPMG report included
that insurance has materially reduced
Australia’s under-insurance problem,
providing net savings to government
outlays of up to $1.85 billion over 10 years.
In addition, 80 per cent of default insurance
premiums deducted from members’
super accounts are paid back as benefits
to members. The report estimates that if
default insurance was changed from optout to an opt-in system, as few as 2-10 per
cent of super fund members would take
up insurance, with between four and five
million Australians being unable to obtain
insurance at all or at reasonable rates.

DRAFT CODE
Following the release of the KPMG report,
ISWG’s draft code and consultation paper
was released in September. The draft code
received nearly 40 submissions, including
one from AIST.
To ensure our member funds were fully
briefed and to gain further feedback, AIST
embarked on a national road show to
representatives from member funds.

FINAL CODE
After reviewing the submissions and
conducting another round of industry
consultations, the ISWG released a final
version of the Insurance in Superannuation
Voluntary Code of Practice in December.
Importantly, the final version of the Code
is significantly different to the draft code,
having been modified to take account of
various concerns raised by AIST member
funds and others.
The Code, which will come into effect from
1 July 2018, is a first for the industry and
sets standards that will provide greater
understanding, clearer accountability
and consistency of delivery across the
superannuation industry. Importantly, it
provides enhanced protections where
members have decided to acquire
‘opt in’ life insurance cover through
superannuation.
While the Code is voluntary rather than
mandatory as initially intended (due to legal
advice that it was not possible to make the
Code mandatory) AIST expects there will
be strong support from profit-to-member
funds to sign up to it. AIST, along with ASFA
and FSC, is a co-owner of the Code and we
will be working closely with our member
funds on its implementation.
Funds have until 31 March 2018 to state
their intention to subscribe to the Code.
The Code will be reviewed after 3 years
of operation to ensure it continues to
articulate best practice guidance.
Looking ahead to 2018, reinforcing the
value of insurance in superannuation and
the need to ensure insurance offerings
are in members’ best interests will be a
key priority for AIST’s advocacy. There

is still much uncertainty about the
future of insurance in superannuation,
with the Parliamentary Inquiry still to
report its findings, the potential for
regulators to make changes and the
Productivity Commission to provide its
recommendations to the Government later
in the year.

RELATED DEVELOPMENTS
During the year, AIST, together with FSC,
the Industry Funds Forum (IFF) and ISA,
released a best practice guidance for
Group Insurance Data. The Guidance Note
33 – Best practice for Group Insurance
Data aims to improve the quality and
availability of group insurance data for
use in the tendering process, renewal
pricing and reserving and more generally
by super funds and insurers. It is designed
to result in more accurate and fair pricing,
improve industry sustainability and increase
regulator confidence in the industry. The
guidance note was developed to comply
and establish best practice with Australian
Prudential Regulatory Authority (APRA)
Prudential Standard SPS250 – Insurance in
Superannuation,
In February, AIST appeared before the
Senate Inquiry into insurance at a public
hearing in Melbourne. The Joint Committee
on Corporations and Financial Services
(the “PJC”) inquiry into the life insurance
industry is looking at the need for further
reform and improve oversight of the life
insurance industry.
AIST noted the problems in Australia with
underinsurance and highlighted the need
to get the default settings right, remove
conflicts of interest and work together with
the rest of the superannuation industry to
protect members’ interests.
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Fostering the profit-to-member
collective
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT DELIVERS
FOR MEMBERS
Members again valued AIST’s professional
development program during 2017 which
covers both events and training.
With a robust annual schedule of seven
events, including our flagship event, the
Conference of Major Super Funds (CMSF),
and the delivery of over 200 training
programs and courses as well as the highly
valued Chairs-only forums, AIST continues
to deliver on one of its key strategic areas
of focus – to enhance member skills.
When asked about the value that AIST’s
professional development programs provide,
members gave us the following feedback:
“AIST’s conference programs create
improved awareness of emerging trends
and improved knowledge of key issues
relevant to member outcomes.”
Attendees indicated that they always learnt
something new and that events were a
valuable time to reflect and challenge their
thinking. Members also greatly value the
facilitated discussion groups which they
find enhance their learning and application
of skills in their roles.
More than 70 per cent of delegates
surveyed across all events stated they had
gained insights and learnings that they
could immediately use in their role to
improve member outcomes.
AIST’s training courses were delivered on
a range of topics including the regulatory
framework of superannuation, the provision
of financial advice, managing the claims
assessment process, comprehending the
role of the trustee board and how to gain a
better understanding of retirement needs.
Overall, member feedback for 2017
indicated that participating in AIST training
was an engaging experience, addressed
their professional development needs
and provided them with the skills and
reassurance to better service the needs of
their members.
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YOUNG SUPER NETWORK

SUPER GRADS PROGRAM

AIST’s Young Super Network (YSN) provides
an environment for young professionals
in the profit-to-member super industry
to meet like-minded peers and expand
their knowledge on key issues whilst
championing profit-to-member values.

AIST commenced recruitment for the 2018
Super Grads program during the first half
of 2017. This followed the graduation of 15
young Grads from the 2016 program.

With over 1500 industry members across
five states nationally AIST’s YSN plays
an active role in social, educational and
professional development. Events hosted
by YSN explore a wide range of important
issues and key areas of interest for young
professionals in superannuation. In 2017,
Young Super Network hosted 29 events
giving members access to 45 speakers
including many industry CEO’s and Trustee
Directors. Key highlights of the speaker
program this year included Australian
Super CEO, Ian Silk talking about industry
challenges ahead, Google focussing on
technology’s impact and the AFL Women’s
league sharing insights from their pathway
to existence into a male-dominated field.
Participants are invited to share their
feedback from the program – “YSN is an
invaluable forum to learn and engage with
experts, connect with peers and lay the
foundations that will become the collective
future of the superannuation industry.”
And, “It’s great meeting and chatting with
other people from other companies within
the super industry, to see things from other
possible viewpoints and perspectives.”
The YSN ‘Buzz Groups’ concept continued
in 2017 with subject-specific discussion
groups meeting every second month
to share with peers and deep dive into
development topics including managing
change, goal setting and mentoring.
Ongoing surveys of participant satisfaction
reveals an average satisfaction rating of
4.3/5
Roughly 9 out 10 participants would
recommend YSN to an industry friend or
colleague.

During the year, AIST intensified its
engagement with employers and
universities about the program, with an
emphasis on recruiting high achieving
students that have an appreciation of the
values and culture of the profit-to-member
super sector.
We are pleased to have successfully
recruited 12 young professionals for 2018,
who will take up a diverse range of roles
across 11 funds and service providers. The
new roles range from media and marketing
through to investment and technology.
With the level of interest from employers
and students expected to remain high, AIST
is investigating running the program on an
annual basis.

3200+

FOLLOWERS

2200+

FOLLOWERS

30+

POLICY UPDATES

105K+

WEBSITE HITS

54K+

UNIQUE WEBSITE
VISITORS

Fostering the profit-to-member
collective
AIST RECONCILIATION
ACTION PLAN
In July 2017 we launched our second RAP,
which outlined a clear path for us to follow
in 2017 to promote reconciliation within
Australia and work towards improving the
experience of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples within the superannuation
system.
Our RAP journey through 2017 was
positive with a number of standout
accomplishments. For example during
National Reconciliation Week we joined
forces with Cbus, First Nations Foundation
and Arnold Bloch Leibler to put together a
celebration. At the event participants learnt
how to make a meaningful contribution
to reconciliation and were empowered to
make a change within their departments.
We also called on the Government to
enact a number of policy changes to
assist Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
members such as improving the availability
of financial counselling services and
removing the $450 per month threshold for
payment of superannuation.
We look forward to developing our third
RAP in 2018.

WORKING WITH
INDUSTRY
STAKEHOLDERS
AIST enjoys a strong working relationship
with all the key industry stakeholders,
from the regulators and Treasury through
to other peak bodies and superannuation
groups.
AIST was involved in more than 100
meetings throughout the year involving
the Australian Industries and Securities
Commission, the Australian Prudential
Regulation Authority, representatives from
Treasury and the Australian Tax Office.
These meetings provide an important
conduit for AIST to express our member
views on key policy development and
implementation issues.

During 2017 we also worked constructively
with the Association of Superannuation
Funds, the Financial Services Council and
Industry Super Australia on a range of
issues, including the development of the
Insurance in Super Code of Practice.
In particular, AIST worked collaboratively
and shared resources with ISA on key
matters including the Fraser Review, RG 97
and Single Touch Payroll.
AIST also has close relationships with
the broader profit-to-member collective
including the ACTU, Industry Fund
Services, IFM Investors, Women in Super,
the Australian Council of Super Investors
(ACSI) and the Mother’s Day Classic.
These relationships are another important
avenue through which AIST engages with
representatives from our member funds
and is kept up to date with issues and
developments of particular importance and
relevance to these stakeholders.

INDUSTRY FUNDS FORUM
BECOMES PART OF AIST
Towards the end of 2017, Industry Funds
Forum (IFF) became part of AIST following
an agreement between the two industry
associations.
The merger will enable the chief executive
officers of 18 of Australia’s largest industry
super funds who make up IFF’s membership
to engage with a wider group of profitto-member fund CEOs within the AIST
structure to discuss the issues impacting
our industry and funds. An inaugural AIST
CEO forum was held in November.
Announcing the merger, AIST CEO Eva
Scheerlinck said IFF was a natural fit with
AIST’s policy and research work as well as
the Institute’s peer-to-peer professional
development programs.
IFF’s most recent President, Julie Lander,
said becoming part of AIST would provide
more opportunities for fund CEOs to be
actively involved in shaping policy and
sharing information, ideas and views in a

collegiate environment.
Ms Lander said IFF project highlights
included input into SuperStream data
standards, the insurance in super working
group and FOFA. The opportunities to
liaise directly with representatives of
the regulators had also brought about
improved understandings and practical
implementation of new regulations or
guidelines for all parties.
Ms Lander thanked those who helped
drive the success of IFF including previous
Chairs, Ian Silk and Damian Hill, as well as
the Executive Officers, in particular, Helen
Hewitt and Chris Matthews.

AIST SPONSORS
MOTHER’S DAY
CLASSIC FOR

20 TH

YEAR IN A ROW

MORE THAN

225,000

AIST EMAILS WERE
OPENED IN 2017
AND ALMOST

42,000

AIST EMAILS WERE
FORWARDED TO
SOMEONE ELSE
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Fostering the profit-to-member
collective
AUSTRALIAN FINANCIAL
SERVICES LICENCE
KNOWLEDGE REVIEWS
Australian Financial Services Licence (AFSL)
‘knowledge reviews’ aim to assess fund
representatives’ understanding of generic
and specialist knowledge as required under
ASIC’s Regulatory Statement 146 (RG146)
and in relation to knowledge specific to
each fund.
During 2017, AIST completed more than
180 reviews where AIST meets with
representatives of the fund and asks a
series of compliance-related questions to
ensure that fund professionals have the
knowledge they need to meet requirements
of their fund’s AFSL. Each review is tailored
to the individual fund’s requirements.
AIST then develops a training ‘needs
analysis’ for the fund to readily identify any
gaps in its representatives’ knowledge. This
analysis includes training proposals. This
helps to ensure that the members of funds
are provided with excellent, accurate and
compliant financial services.
Areas of review included legislation
and regulation relating to the AFSL; the
provision of general financial product
advice; and fund specific products and
services. Feedback was extremely positive
and resulted in consultation with funds to
target training to build the capacity of fund
representatives, ultimately leading to an
improvement in member outcomes.
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LAUNCH OF WORKERS’
CAPITAL
More than two years in the writing,
Workers’ Capital – Industry funds and the
fight for universal superannuation – was
formally launched at the Mavis Robertson
plenary session at CMSF 2017.
A collaboration between AIST and RMIT
University and supported by IFM Investors,
the book captures the spirit of the hardfought industrial campaigns behind the
creation of Australia’s unique retirement
income system and the role of unions in
creating our world-leading universal system
of retirement income.
The book’s two authors – Dr Bernard Mees
and Cathy Brigden from RMIT – drew on
in-depth interviews with industry and union
leaders as well extensive archival research.
Following the formal launch of the book
at CMSF, AIST held two special book
launch/lunches for members in Melbourne
and Sydney. These lunches featured a
presentation by industry pioneer and IFM
chair, Garry Weaven, who also spoke on
the topic at an Foenander16 lecture at
Melbourne University.

The book was well-received by our
members and is an ongoing educational
resource for existing fund staff as well
as those entering the profit-to-member
industry. This includes new trustee directors
or senior staff as well as those participating
in the Super Grads program. The book has
also been a useful resource for visiting
academics and speakers from outside
Australia who wish to learn more about the
evolution of Australia’s super system.
To complement the book and provide a
resource for students, AIST created the
super history website superhistory.com.au.
The website also provides a repository for
archival material relating to the profit-tomember super sector.
Published by Allen & Unwin, Workers’
Capital is available at Booktopia, Book
Depository, Amazon, Kobo and Apple
iBookstore.
AIST wishes to thank the authors, Allen &
Unwin, as well as IFM Chair, Garry Weaven
for their time and effort in helping produce
the book.

Fostering the profit-to-member
collective
AWARDS
The AIST Awards for Excellence celebrate
the achievements of those working within
the profit-to-member superannuation
sector delivering excellence in projects,
campaigns and solutions that are in the
best interests of their members.
In 2017 winners demonstrated the
dedication among profit-to-member super
funds to fostering meaningful relationships
with members.

Category

Sub category

Fund

Campaign name/Winner

Best B2B Campaign

Under $40,000

HESTA

‘but first, coffee’

Best Digital Campaign

Under $40,000

UniSuper

Staying Super Informed: Your Super,
Your Money

Best Digital Campaign

Over $40,000

Hostplus

Humans of Hostplus

Best Direct Mail Campaign

Under $40,000

Sunsuper

Sunsuper Supermatch Program

Best Direct Mail Campaign

Over $40,000

Mercy Super

Event Based Campaigns and Videos

Best Integrated Campaign

Under $40,000

HESTA

Make Life Better

Best Integrated Campaign

Over $40,000

Statewide Super

The Statewide Super Women’s Sport
Campaign

Best Internal Communications
Campaign

Under $40,000

HESTA

Eight Great Mates

Platinum Communications Award

-

Hostplus

Best Internal Project

FUM under $10bn

Tasplan

RBF Successor Fund Transfer (SFT)
Accumulation Project

Best Internal Project

FUM over $10bn

Sunsuper

Omni Channel Contact Centre (OCCC)

Best Member Facing Project

FUM under $10bn

BUSSQ Building Super

Response Solutions Team (#OSM)

Best Member Facing Project

FUM over $10bn

VicSuper

Member Financial Journey Project

Outstanding Fund Staff Member

-

legalsuper

Emily Jackett

Outstanding Trustee Director

-

Equip

Jan Dekker

Platinum Communications Award

-

VicSuper

Your Future Is In Your Hands

Best Corporate Reporting

-

Cbus
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Trustee Director Course graduates
AIST would like to congratulate the following people who graduated from the Trustee Director Course in 2017:
Gabrielle Bell

VicSuper

GAIST

Gordon Brock

Local Government Super

GAIST

Lindsay Brown

LGSS Pty Ltd

GAIST

Mark Burgess

HESTA

GAIST (Adv.)

Michael Clifford

Sunsuper

GAIST

Swati Dave

State Super (SAS Trustee Corporation)

GAIST

Sally Evans

AMP Capital Aged Care Investor Trust

GAIST

Julia Fox

REST Industry Super

GAIST

Andrew Fraser

Sunsuper

GAIST

Michelle Gardiner

CareSuper

GAIST

Julie George

First Super

GAIST (Adv.)

Janet Gilbert

First Super

GAIST

Elizabeth Hallett

Sunsuper

GAIST

Scott Hartley

Sunsuper

GAIST

Mark Harvey

Sunsuper

GAIST

Judith Hill

Hostplus

GAIST

David Knights

NAB Asset Servicing

GAIST

Sam McIntosh

TWU

GAIST

Jo McKinstray

ANZ Australian Staff Superannuation

GAIST (Adv.)

Hugh McMaster

TWUSUPER

GAIST (Adv.)

Greg Mclean

CareSuper

GAIST

Bev Myers

Hostplus

GAIST

Alexandra Overley

Statewide Super

GAIST

Justin Page

EISS PTY LIMITED

GAIST

David Smith

Energy Super

GAIST (Adv.)

Jason Sommer

Sunsuper

GAIST

Jennifer Thomas

The Services Union

GAIST

Trustee Director Course – Build Your Expertise: GAIST
Trustee Director Course – Enhance Your Excellence: GAIST (Adv.)
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Our people and culture
2017 saw AIST undergo a change in
leadership with Eva Scheerlinck being
appointed the new CEO of AIST in March
2017 with the departure of Tom Garcia.

opportunity to give anonymous feedback
on their working environment and provide
AIST with an opportunity to evaluate
changes from the previous survey.

Under the new CEO’s vision for AIST,
there was a restructure of the leadership
team with the appointment of three
new leaders, Head of Advocacy, Head of
Corporate Services and Chief Membership
Officer. Ailsa Goodwin was appointed
Head of Advocacy in October 2017 and
is responsible for the policy and media
teams in advocating for AIST’s members.
Matt Jackson was appointed Head of
Corporate Services in September 2017 and
is responsible for all the support services
within AIST including finance, marketing,
HR, IT and premises. Maryann MannixWhite was promoted to the role of Chief
Membership Officer and is responsible for
all AIST’s member services including events,
education, communities of interest and
Super Grads.

Results were very positive with an overall
improvement in the results from 2016
which was an indication that actions being
put in place by AIST to address issues of
concern were having their desired effect.

AIST continued with its commitment to the
health and wellbeing of its staff with its flu
vaccination program, fruit bowl Mondays
and the continued promotion of AIST’s
employee assistance program for all staff.
During 2017, AIST experienced a slight
decrease in its part time staff from 35 per
cent to 28 per cent which is an indication
that AIST, being a small organisation,
will tend to fluctuate in this area as the
resourcing requirements of the business
need to adjust to meet not only its present
but future needs.
AIST also continued to value equal
opportunity in the workplace. In 2017, 70
per cent of AIST employees were female
(slightly down on last year by 8%), with
75% per cent of the leadership team (3
out of 4 staff members) also comprising
female staff. Staff range from ages 20 to 60
with an average age of 40 years. No staff
currently identify as Aboriginal or Torres
Strait Islander.
AIST conducted its third Employee
Engagement Survey to give staff the

general socialisation of the issue to all staff.
In 2017, AIST moved to 150 Lonsdale Street,
Melbourne. This office space has proven
to be a welcome change for all staff with
better lighting, space, aspect and general
comfort which has been well appreciated
by all staff.

Survey results included:

70%

—— 88% of staff enjoyed the culture of AIST
(up 11%)
—— 84% of staff are confident that the
leadership of AIST is forward looking
(up 9%)
—— 85% wouldn’t hesitate to recommend
AIST as an employer (up 2%)
—— 94% agreed staff work well together to
achieve AIST’s goals
The survey did identify some areas for
improvement for AIST, notably professional
development opportunities across the
business and staff recognition. These will be
the areas for focus in 2017.
With the restructure of the leadership
team, the focus of 2017 has been on
reviewing and consolidating existing
roles within the business and looking at
opportunities in relation to the professional
development of and opportunities for
staff going forward. This has led to greater
concentration on the development of
properly aligned and reflective position
descriptions, the opportunities to look at
making improvements to processes within
the business, particularly those from a
support perspective, as well as ensuring
that AIST has the right resourcing for its
future needs.
As part of AIST’s commitment to helping
address the community problem of
domestic violence, AIST became a signatory
of the Women in Super Charter Addressing
Domestic Violence in 2016. A new domestic
violence policy was launched to all staff in
2017. This involved the identification and
training of its Contact Officers as well as the

FEMALE
EMPLOYEES

40

MEDIAN AGE

5 YEARS

AVERAGE TENURE

18%

STAFF TURNOVER

AIST SUPPORTED
THE FOLLOWING
CHARITIES DURING
2017:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Australian Red Cross
Father Bob Foundation
First Nations Foundation
Mother’s Day Classic
National Breast Cancer
Foundation
Prostate Cancer Foundation
of Australia
The Salvation Army
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Our 2017 industry partners
To aid our mission, AIST works with our industry partners who provide a revenue stream that supports policy, advocacy and education work.
Industry partners also provide global connections for AIST to utilise at various conferences and events throughout the year. In return, AIST
provides access to super fund decision-makers and influencers through attendance at conferences and events. We wish to thank all of our
industry partners for their on-going support and contribution towards assisting AIST to have another successful year.

Principal Partners

Premium Partners

CMSF Event Partners

ASI Event Partners
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Our 2017 industry partners

Governance Ideas Exchange Event Partner

Insurance Ideas Exchange Event Partner

Advice Symposium

AIST Awards for Excellence

Thought Leadership Luncheon Series

Media Partner
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Directors’ Report
31 December 2017
The directors present their report together with the financial statements of Australian Institute of Superannuation Trustees (“the
Company”) for the year ended 31 December 2017 and the auditor’s report thereon.

1. Directors
The directors of the Company at any time during or since the end of the financial year are:
Name

Fund

Fund Position

AIST Position

Date
appointed

David Smith

Energy Super

Director

Trustee Representative Director, President

14/04/2016

Trustee Representative Director

24/03/2014

Staff Representative Director, Deputy
President

14/04/2016

Louise du
Pre-Alba

Australian Super

Strategic Policy
Advocate

Date
resigned

18/03/2015

Staff Representative Director
Gerard Noonan

Media Super

Chair

Trustee Representative Director

01/04/2010

Michael
O’ Connor

First Super

Co-Chair

Trustee Representative Director

20/03/2013

Graeme Arnott

First State Super

Deputy CEO/
Chief Operating
Officer

Board Appointed Director

13/12/2016

Staff Representative Director

15/11/2013

Geoffrey Lake

Vision Super

Deputy Chair

Trustee Representative Director

18/03/2015

Naomi Edwards

Tasplan

Chair

Board Appointed Director

16/12/2015

Deborah Blakey

HESTA

Chief Executive
Officer

Board Appointed Director

11/02/2016

Mark Puli

ESSSuper

Chief Executive
Officer

Staff Representative Director

17/03/2016

Catherine Bolger

Mine Wealth +
Wellbeing, SAS
Trustees

Trustee Director

Trustee Representative Director

17/03/2016

Craig Peate

Local Government
Super

Chair

Trustee Representative Director

17/03/2016

Suzette Thurman

First State Super

Chief Risk Officer

Staff Representative Director

23/03/2017

Julie Lander

CareSuper

Chief Executive
Officer

Board Appointed Director

1/01/2018
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2. Directors’ Meetings
The number of directors’ meetings and number of meetings attended by each of the directors of the Company during the financial year are:
Director

AIST Board

Finance, Audit & Risk
Committee

Remuneration Committee

A

B

A

B

A

B

David Smith

5

6

5

6

2

2

Louise du Pre-Alba

5

6

-

-

2

2

Gerard Noonan

5

6

-

-

-

-

Michael O’Connor

4

6

-

-

-

-

Graeme Arnott

2

2

2

2

-

-

Geoffrey Lake

6

6

-

-

-

-

Naomi Edwards

6

6

-

-

-

-

Deborah Blakey

5

6

-

-

-

-

Mark Puli

5

6

6

6

Catherine Bolger

6

6

-

-

2

2

Craig Peate

6

6

-

-

-

-

Suzette Thurman

4

5

2

4

-

-

A: Number of meetings attended
B: Reflects the number of meetings held during the time the director held office during the year
Note that David Coogan from PricewaterhouseCoopers attended all six Finance, Risk & Audit Committee meetings during the year as Chair.

3. Principal Activity
The Company is a national not-for-profit organisation whose mission is to promote and protect the interests of Australia’s $700 billion
not-for-profit superannuation sector. The Company’s membership includes the trustee directors and staff of industry, corporate and publicsector funds, who manage the superannuation accounts of nearly two-thirds of the Australian workforce.
As an advocate and peak representative body for the not-for-profit superannuation sector, the Company plays a key role in policy
development and is a leading provider of research.
The Company provides professional training and support for trustees and fund staff to help them meet the challenges of managing
superannuation funds and advancing the interests of their fund members. Each year, the company hosts the Conference of Major
Superannuation Funds (CMSF), in addition to numerous other industry conferences and events.
The Company manages its short and long term objectives of providing advanced education in connection with the superannuation industry.
These activities are managed by the Company’s CEO with oversight from the Board of Directors through the Company’s three year strategic
plan. The Company’s performance is measured by attendance and feedback from members at various activities and conferences. The
financial management of the Company is managed through the Board, the Finance, Audit and Risk Committee and the Remuneration
Committee.
There were no significant changes in the nature of the activities of the Company during the year.
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4. Operating and Financial Review
The total revenue including interest income for the year was $7,606,210 (2016: $9,331,927).
The total comprehensive loss after income tax was $577,035 (2016: $406,891 surplus). The Company is exempt from income tax.
The operating performance for the financial year ended 31 December 2017 was negatively impacted by several factors, including;
——
——
——
——

increased support to members on regulatory reviews, including RG97 and operational due diligence;
lower than forecast participation in a number of education programs;
the restructure of the senior management team including search and appointment of a new CEO; and,
one off costs associated with our change of premises;

It is the policy of the Board to achieve a breakeven or surplus in any financial year, with acknowledgement that due to the cyclical nature of
a number of programs run by the Company there can be changes in revenue and operating performance from year to year.
Significant changes in the state of affairs
In the opinion of the directors there were no significant changes in the state of affairs of the Company that occurred during the financial
year under review.
The Company’s year is 1 January to 31 December inclusive.

5. Events Subsequent to Reporting Date
On 1 December 2017, the Company announced that it had reached agreement with Industry Funds Forum (IFF) to merge the two
organisations. IFF is a non-profit, non-political, nationally incorporated association whose members are the Chief Executive Officers of
several of Australia’s largest industry superannuation funds. The merger will be completed in the first half of 2018. There was no cash
consideration paid by AIST as part of the merger. This will not have a material impact upon the operations of the Company.
There has not arisen in the interval between the end of the financial year and the date of this report any other item, transaction or event
of a material and unusual nature likely to affect significantly the operations of the Company, the results of those operations, or the state of
affairs of the Company in subsequent financial years.

6. Likely Developments
The directors are not aware of any circumstances which would materially affect the ongoing development of the Company. Further
information about likely developments in the operations of the Company and the expected results of those operations in future financial
years has not been included in this report because disclosure of the information would be likely to result in unreasonable prejudice to the
Company.

7. Directors’ Interests
The directors of the Company do not receive any remuneration for the performance of their duties as Directors.

8. Indemnification and insurance of Directors and Officers
The Company has not indemnified or made a relevant agreement for indemnifying against a liability to any person who is or has been an
officer or auditor of the Company.
During or since the end of the financial year, the Company paid a premium under a contract insuring the directors, the company secretary
and certain officers for liabilities incurred in those capacities.
Disclosure of the nature of the liability and the amount of premium in respect of the period cannot be determined from the insurance
contract and is therefore not disclosed.
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9.

Lead Auditor’s Independence Declaration

The lead auditor’s independence declaration is set out on page 5 and forms part of the directors’ report for the financial year ended 31
December 2017.
Dated at this 20th day of February 2018.
Signed in accordance with a resolution of the Directors:

		
David Smith, Director						

Louise du Pre-Alba, Director			
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Statement of Financial Position
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2017
In AUD

Note

2017

2016

2,564,974

3,021,505

4,391,356

4,434,249

393,226

298,405

510,879

482,046

7,860,435

8,236,205

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents

9

Term deposits
Trade and other receivables

16

Prepayments
Total current assets
NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Property, plant and equipment

10

145,347

77,757

Intangible assets

11

113,450

77,191

258,797

154,948

8,119,232

8,391,153

Total non-current assets
Total assets
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Income received in advance

18

3,272,783

2,672,593

Trade and other payables

17

384,200

593,417

Employee benefits

19

472,897

411,319

Provision for make good

18,000

186,000

4,147,880

3,863,329

56,962

36,399

56,962

36,399

Total liabilities

4,204,842

3,899,728

Net assets

3,914,390

4,491,425

1,423,489

1,423,489

1,800,000

1,800,000

690,901

1,267,936

3,914,390

4,491,425

Total current liabilities
NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
Employee benefits

19

Total non-current liabilities

EQUITY
Contributed equity
Capital and operational reserve

23

Retained earnings
Total equity

The notes on pages 67 to 85 are an integral part of these financial statements.
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Statement of Profit or Loss and Other Comprehensive Income
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2017
In AUD

Note

2017

2016

Revenue

7

7,451,942

9,151,090

Expenses

8

(8,122,867)

(8,868,248)

(670,925)

282,842

Results from operating activities
Finance income

15

154,268

180,837

Finance expenses

15

(60,378)

(56,788)

93,890

124,049

Net finance results
Income tax expense

6(b)

Profit/(Loss) for the period

-

-

(577,035)

406,891

-

-

(577,035)

406,891

Other comprehensive income
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income for the period

The notes on pages 67 to 85 are an integral part of these financial statements.
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Statement of Changes in Equity
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2017
In AUD

Balance at 1 January 2017

Contributed
Equity

Capital &
Operational
Reserve

Retained
Earnings

Total Equity

1,423,489

1,800,000

1,267,936

4,491,425

Comprehensive income for the period
Other comprehensive income for the period

-

-

-

-

Profit/(loss) for the period

-

-

(577,035)

(577,035)

1,423,489

1,800,000

(577,035)

(577,035)

-

-

-

-

Total Comprehensive income for the period
Transactions with members, recorded directly in
equity
Allocation of retained earnings to capital and
operational reserve
Total transactions with members

-

-

-

-

1,423,489

1,800,000

690,901

3,914,390

Contributed
Equity

Capital &
Operational
Reserve

Retained
Earnings

Total Equity

1,423,489

1,600,000

1,061,045

4,084,534

Other comprehensive income for the period

-

-

-

-

Profit/(loss) for the period

-

-

406,891

406,891

Total Comprehensive income for the period

-

-

406,891

406,891

Allocation of retained earnings to capital and
operational reserve

-

200,000

(200,000)

-

Total transactions with members

-

-

-

-

1,423,489

1,800,000

1,267,936

4,491,425

Balance at 31 December 2017

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2016
In AUD

Balance at 1 January 2016
Comprehensive income for the period

Transactions with members, recorded directly in
equity

Balance at 31 December 2016

The notes on pages 67 to 85 are an integral part of these financial statements.
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Statement of Cash Flows
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2017
In AUD

Note

2017

2016

8,370,114

8,729,698

(9,117,754)

(8,982,266)

(747,640)

(252,568)

Other revenue

363,131

393,686

Interest paid

(60,378)

(56,788)

Interest received

154,268

180,837

(290,619)

265,167

42,892

1,254,423

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATION ACTIVITIES
Cash receipts from customers
Cash paid to suppliers and employees
Cash generated/(used in) from operations

Net cash from operation activities

12

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
(Investment in bank deposits)/ proceed
from exited deposits

(98,802)

-

Acquisition of intangible assets

Acquisition of property, plant and equipment

(110,002)

-

Net cash from/(used in) investing activities

(165,912)

1,254,423

Repayment of borrowings

-

-

Net cash from/(used in) financing activities

-

-

Net (decrease) / increase in cash and cash equivalents

(456,531)

1,519,590

Cash and cash equivalents at 1 January

3,021,505

1,501,915

2,564,974

3,021,505

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Cash and cash equivalents at 31 December

9

The notes on pages 67 to 85 are an integral part of these financial statements.
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Notes to the Financial Statements
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2017

1. Reporting entity
—— Australian Institute of Superannuation Trustees [ABN 19 123 284 275] (the “Company”) is a Company limited by guarantee
domiciled in Australia. The Company is incorporated in Australia. The address of the registered office is Level 23, 150 Lonsdale
Street, Melbourne Victoria 3000, Australia. The financial statements of the Company are for the year ended 31 December 2017.
The Company is a not-for-profit entity and primarily involved in:
—— Delivering high quality education, training and information and resources to those who are involved in the superannuation
industry;
—— Providing support and resources to those wishing to develop the skills and qualifications to take up involvement in the
superannuation industry or to increase such involvement;
—— Establishing and maintaining appropriate professional standards for the representative superannuation industry;
—— Administering professional accreditation programmes and registers for those who are involved in the superannuation industry;
—— Providing licensing and compliance advice, and compliance monitoring services to the superannuation industry;
—— Organising meetings, seminars and conferences that facilitate local, national or international networks for those involved or
interested in the superannuation industry to come together to discuss and progress topical issues;
—— Undertaking research concerning superannuation and retirement income policy issues;
—— Supporting and encouraging participation within the superannuation industry of women and men from community groups and
backgrounds;
—— Fostering knowledge, debate and the development of ideas about superannuation in the Australian community;
—— Participating in debate and putting forward the views of those involved in the representative superannuation industry, about the
development of superannuation and the retirement income policies within Australia;
—— Promoting community awareness of the values of the representative superannuation industry and the benefits of having
Representative Trustees overseeing a viable and equitable retirement system in Australia;
—— Creating awareness about Indigenous superannuation issues amongst funds and the wider superannuation industry; and
—— Undertaking activities that are ancillary to the activities listed in the preceding paragraphs, being activities that the Company
considers will advance its ability to pursue its purposes, and activities that are incidental to the activities listed in the preceding
paragraphs.

2. Basis of accounting and statement of compliance
The financial statements are general purpose financial statements which have been prepared in accordance with Australian Accounting
Standards (AASBs) adopted by the Australian Accounting Standards Board (AASB) and the Australian Charities and Not-for-profit
Commission Act 2012.
The financial statements were approved by the Board of Directors on 20th February 2018.

3. Functional currency
These financial statements are presented in Australian dollars, which is the Company’s functional currency.

4. Use of estimates and judgements
In preparing these financial statements, management has made judgements, estimates and assumptions that affect the application
of accounting policies and the reported amounts of assets, liabilities, income and expenses. Actual results may differ from these
estimates. Estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting estimates are recognised
prospectively.
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5. Basis of measurement
The financial statements have been prepared on the historical cost basis except for certain financial assets which are measured at fair
value. The methods used to measure fair values are discussed further in Note 13.

6. Significant accounting policies
The Company has consistently applied the account policies set out in Note 6 to all periods presented in these financial statements.
(A)

REVENUE
Revenue is recognised to the extent that it is probable that the economic benefits will flow to the entity and it can be reliably
measured. Revenue is recognised for the major operating activities as follows:
Membership fees
Membership fee income is recognised on an accrual basis, and recognised in profit or loss over the membership period.
Conference registrations
Conference registration income is recognised in the year of the conference taking place. Monies received in advance are
recognised in the statement of financial position as income received in advance.
Sponsorship
Sponsorship income is recognised in the year of the event taking place. Monies received in advance are recognised in the
statement of financial position as income received in advance.
Compliance, education and training income
Compliance, education and training income is recognised as revenue when the right to receive the revenue has been established,
which is considered to be on the provision of the service.
Interest
Interest revenue is recognised as the interest accrues, using the effective interest method.
Other revenue
Other revenue is recognised when the right to receive the revenue has been established. All revenue is stated net of the amount
of goods and services tax (GST).

(B)

INCOME TAX
The Company is exempt from income tax pursuant to Section 50-5 of the income tax Act (1997).

(C)

GOODS AND SERVICES TAX
Revenue, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of goods and services tax (GST), except where the amount of
GST incurred is not recoverable from the taxation authority.
In these circumstances, the GST is recognised as part of the cost of acquisition of the asset or as part of the expense.
Receivables and payables are stated with the amount of GST included. The net amount of GST recoverable from, or payable to,
the Australian Taxation Office (ATO) is included as a current asset or liability in the balance sheet.
Cash flows are included in the statement of cash flows on a gross basis. The GST components of cash flows arising from investing
and financing activities which are recoverable from, or payable to, the ATO are classified as operating cash flows.
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(D)

PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
(i)

Recognition and measurement
Items of property, plant and equipment are measured at cost less accumulated depreciation and impairment losses.
Cost includes expenditures that are directly attributable to the acquisition of the asset.
When parts of an item of property, plant and equipment have different useful lives, they are accounted for as separate items
(major components) of property, plant and equipment.
Gains and losses on disposal of an item of property, plant and equipment are determined by comparing the proceeds from
disposal with the carrying amount of property, plant and equipment and are recognised net within other income or other
expenses in profit or loss.

(ii) Depreciation
Items or property, plant and equipment are depreciated from the date that they are installed and are ready for use.
Depreciation is calculated over the depreciable amount, which is the cost of an asset, or other amount substituted for cost,
less its residual value.
Depreciation is recognised on a straightline basis over the estimated useful lives of each part of an item of property, plant
and equipment, since this most closely reflects the expected pattern of consumption of the future economic benefits
embodied in the asset.
The estimated useful lives for the current and comparative periods are as follows:
Office equipment
5 years
Fixture and fittings
10 years
Depreciation methods, useful lives and residual values are reviewed at each financial year-end and adjusted if appropriate.
(iii) Subsequent expenditure
Subsequent expenditure is capitalised only when it increases the future economic benefits embodied in the specific asset to
which it relates. All other expenditure is recognised in profit or loss as incurred.
(iv) Amortisation
Amortisation is calculated over the cost of the asset, or any other amount substituted for cost, less its residual value.
Amortisation is recognised in profit or loss on a straightline basis over the estimated useful lives of leasehold improvements,
from the date that they are available for use, since this most closely reflects the expected pattern of consumption of the
future economic benefits embodied in the asset.
Amortisation methods, useful lives and residual values are reviewed at each reporting date.

(E)

INTANGIBLE ASSETS
(i)

Software
Software assets that are acquired by the Company and have finite useful lives are measured at cost less accumulated
amortisation and any accumulated impairment losses.
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(ii) Subsequent expenditure
Subsequent expenditure is capitalised only when it increases the future economic benefits
embodied in the specific asset to which it relates. All other expenditure, including expenditure on internally generated
goodwill and brands, is recognised in profit or loss as incurred.
(iii) Amortisation
Amortisation is calculated to write off the cost of intangible assets less their estimated residual values using the straight-line
method over their estimated useful lives, and is generally recognised in profit or loss.
The estimated useful lives are as follows:
Software
3 years
Amortisation methods, useful lives and residual values are reviewed at each reporting date and adjusted if appropriate.
(F)

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
(i)

Defined contribution plans
A defined contribution plan is a post-employment benefit plan under which an entity pays fixed contributions into a
separate entity and will have no legal or constructive obligation to pay further amounts. Obligations for contributions to
defined contribution plans are recognised as an employee expense in the profit or loss in the periods during which services
are rendered by employees.

(ii) Other long term employee benefits
The Company’s net obligation in respect of long-term employee benefits is the amount of future benefit that employees
have earned in return for their service in the current and prior periods. That benefit is discounted to determine its present
value. The discount rate is the yield at the reporting date on corporate bonds that have maturity dates approximating the
term of the Company’s obligations and that are denominated in the same currency in which the benefits are expected to be
paid. The calculation is performed using the projected unit credit method. Actuarial gains or losses recognised in profit or
loss in the period in which they arise.
(iii) Short term employee benefits
Short-term employee benefits are not discounted and expensed as the related service is provided. A liability is recognised
for the amount expected to be paid if the Company has a present legal or constructive obligation to pay this amount as
result of past service provided by the employee and the obligation can be estimated reliably.
(G)

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
(i)

Non-derivative financial assets
The Company initially recognises loans and receivables and deposits on the date that they are originated. All other financial
assets (including assets designated at fair value through profit or loss) are recognised initially on the trade date at which the
Company becomes a party to the contractual provision of the instrument.
The Company derecognises a financial asset when the contractual rights to the cash flows from the asset expire, or it
transfers the rights to receive the contractual cash flows on the financial asset in a transaction in which substantially all
the risks and rewards of ownership of the financial asset are transferred. Any interest in transferred financial assets that is
created or retained by the Company is recognised as a separate asset or liability.
The Company de-recognises a financial liability when tis contractual obligations are discharged or cancelled, or expire.
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Financial assets and liabilities are offset and the net amount presented in the statement of financial position when, and only
when, the Company has a legal right to offset the amounts and intends either to settle on a net basis or to realise the asset
and settle the liability simultaneously.
The Company has the following non-derivative financial assets: Receivables and investments.
Receivables
Receivables are financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that are not quoted in an active market. Such assets
are recognised initially at fair value plus any directly attributable transaction costs. Subsequent to initial recognition loans
and receivables are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method, less any impairment losses.
Receivables comprise cash and cash equivalents and trade receivables.
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash balances with original maturities of three months or less from the acquisition date
that are subject to insignificant risk of change in their fair value and are used by the Company in the management of its
short-term commitments.
Investments
Investments comprise deposits with maturities of more than three months but less than one year are included in short term
deposits. Such short-term deposits are stated at cost which approximates market value.

(ii) Non-derivative financial liabilities
Financial liabilities are recognised initially on the trade date at which the Company becomes a party to the contractual
provisions of the instrument. The Company derecognises a financial liability when its contractual obligations are discharged
or cancelled or expire.
Financial assets and liabilities are offset and the net amount presented in the statement of financial position when, and only
when, the Company has a legal right to offset the amounts and intends either to settle on a net basis or to realise the asset
and settle the liability simultaneously.
The Company classifies non-derivative financial liabilities into the other financial liabilities category. Such financial liabilities
are recognised initially at fair value plus any directly attributable transaction costs. Subsequent to initial recognition these
financial liabilities are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest rate method.
The Company has the following non-derivative financial liabilities: trade and other payables.
(H)

LEASES
(i)

Lease payments
Payments made under operating leases are recognised in profit or loss on a straightline basis over the term of the lease.
Lease incentives received are recognised as an integral part of the total lease expense, over the term of the lease.
Minimum lease payments made under finance leases are apportioned between the finance expense and the reduction of
the outstanding liability. The finance expense is allocated to each period during the lease term so as to produce a constant
periodic rate of interest on the remaining balance of the liability.
Contingent lease payments are accounted for by revising the minimum lease payments over the remaining term of the lease
when the lease adjustment is confirmed.
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(ii) Leased assets
Leases in terms of which the Company assumes substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership are classified as finance
leases. Upon initial recognition the leased asset is measured at an amount equal to the lower of its fair value and the
present value of the minimum lease payments. Subsequent to initial recognition, the asset is accounted for in accordance
with the accounting policy applicable to that asset.
Other leases are operating leases and the leased assets are not recognised in the Company’s statement of financial position.
(I)

IMPAIRMENT
(i)

Financial assets
A financial asset not carried at fair value through profit or loss is assessed at each reporting date to determine whether
there is any objective evidence that it is impaired. A financial asset is impaired if objective evidence indicates that a loss
event has occurred after the initial recognition of the asset, and that the loss event had a negative effect on the estimated
future cash flows of that asset that can be estimated reliably. Objective evidence that financial assets are impaired includes
default or delinquency by a debtor, restructuring of an amount due to the Company on terms that the Company would not
consider otherwise, indicators that a debtor or issuer will enter bankruptcy.

(ii) Non-financial assets
The carrying amounts of the Company’s non-financial assets are reviewed at each reporting date to determine whether
there is any indication of impairment. If any such indication exists then the asset’s recoverable amount is estimated.
The recoverable amount of an asset is the greater of its value in use and its fair value less costs to sell. In assessing value in
use, the estimated future cash flows are discounted to their present value using a pre-tax discount rate that reflects current
market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to the asset.
An impairment loss is recognised if the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its recoverable amount. Impairment losses are
recognised in profit or loss.
(J)

FINANCE INCOME AND COSTS
Finance income comprises interest income on funds invested (including available-for-sale assets) and gains on the disposal of
available-for-sale financial assets. Interest income is recognised as it accrues, using the effective interest method.
Finance costs comprise interest expense on borrowings and impairment losses recognised on financial assets. Borrowing costs
that are not directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or production of a qualifying asset are recognised in profit or
loss using the effective interest method.

(K)

FOREIGN CURRENCY TRANSACTIONS
Transactions in foreign currencies are translated to Australian Dollars at exchange rates at the dates of the transactions.
Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies at the reporting date are translated to the functional currency
at the exchange rate at that date.
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(L)

NEW STANDARDS AND INTERPRETATIONS NOT YET ADOPTED
A number of new standards, amendments to standards and interpretations are effective for annual periods beginning after 1
January 2017, and have not been applied in preparing these financial statements. None of these is expected to have a significant
effect on the financial statements of the Company, except for:
—— AASB 9 Financial Instruments which becomes mandatory for the Company’s 2018 financial statements and could change the
classification and measurement of financial assets.
—— AASB 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers and AASB 1058 Income for Not-for-profit Entities, which establishes a
comprehensive framework for determining whether, how much and when revenue is recognised, and is mandatory for the
Company’s 2018 financial statements; and
—— AASB 16 Leases, which requires companies to bring most operating leases on-balance sheet and becomes mandatory for the
Company’s 2019 financial statements.

(M) DEFERRED REVENUE
Deferred revenue comprises proceeds received for services which have not been performed and for which there is a return
obligation, and is recorded in the statement of financial position, consistent with the revenue recognition policy (refer to Note 6
(a)).

(N)

CHANGE IN ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The Company has consistently applied the accounting policies set out in Note 6 to all periods presented in these financial
statements. No new accounting standards applicable to the year ended 31 December 2017 have required significant changes to
the Company’s accounting policies.

7. Revenue
In AUD

2017

2016

Membership

1,297,828

1,307,904

Events including registration and
sponsorship

4,306,812

5,402,055

Exhibition

247,687

194,550

Professional development

753,205

1,255,615

Licensing and compliance

389,998

392,129

Luncheons

126,293

128,892

Other revenue

330,119

469,945

7,451,942

9,151,090

Total
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8. Expenses
In AUD

2017

2016

Accounting and audit fees

29,150

27,230

Strategy and Board expenses

91,438

152,832

Event related expenditure

2,175,810

3,058,780

Consultancy fees and research

113,691

355,285

Depreciation and amortisation

122,955

107,055

Information and technology

271,914

229,270

Insurance

28,715

28,933

Legal and other professional fees

37,397

26,863

Marketing and website expenses

135,648

84,239

5,625

4,077

Professional development expenses

Postage and couriers

194,923

222,581

Rent and outgoings

373,070

268,990

Salaries

3,934,825

3,611,818

Staff training

37,505

83,648

Stationery and printing

55,586

16,018

Subscriptions

32,435

28,891

Telephone and data

42,569

26,527

138,499

119,570

Travel
Other expenditure

301,112

415,641

8,122,867

8,868,248

2017

2016

Bank balances

2,564,474

3,021,005

Cash on hand

500

500

2,564,974

3,021,505

Total

9. Cash and cash equivalents
In AUD

Total cash and cash equivalents
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10. Property, plant and equipment
In AUD

Office Equipment

Fixtures and Fittings

Total

COST
Balance at 1 January 2016

168,593

-

168,593

Acquisitions

-

-

-

Disposals

-

-

-

Balance at 31 December 2016

168,593

-

168,593

Balance at 1 January 2017

168,593

-

168,593

16,005

100,797

116,802

-

-

184,598

100,797

285,395

Acquisitions
Disposals
Balance at 31 December 2017

Acquisitions for fixtures and fittings include make good asset of $18,000 in relation to the leased office premises.
ACCUMULATED DEPRECIATION AND IMPAIRMENT LOSSES
Balance at 1 January 2016

(45,409)

-

(45,409)

Depreciation charge for the year

(45,427)

-

(45,427)

Balance at 31 December 2016

(90,836)

-

(90,836)

Balance at 1 January 2017

(90,836)

-

(90,836)

Depreciation charge for the year

(49,212)

-

(49,212)

(140,048)

-

(140,048)

123,184

-

123,184

Balance at 31 December 2017
CARRYING AMOUNT
At 1 January 2016
At 31 December 2016

77,757

-

77,757

At 31 December 2017

44,550

100,797

145,347
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11. Intangible assets
In AUD

Software

Total

246,180

246,180

Balance at 1 January 2016

-

-

Acquisitions

-

-

Disposals

246,180

246,180

Balance at 31 December 2016

246,180

246,180

Balance at 1 January 2017

246,180

246,180

Acquisitions

110,002

110,002

COST

Disposals

-

-

356,182

356,182

(107,361)

(107,361)

(61,628)

(61,628)

Balance at 31 December 2016

(168,989)

(168,989)

Balance at 1 January 2017

(168,989)

(168,989)

Balance at 31 December 2017
ACCUMULATED DEPRECIATION AND IMPAIRMENT LOSSES
Balance at 1 January 2016
Amortisation charge for the year

Amortisation charge for the year

(73,743)

(73,743)

(242,732)

(242,732)

138,819

138,819

At 31 December 2016

77,191

77,191

At 31 December 2017

113,450

113,450

Balance at 31 December 2017
CARRYING AMOUNT
At 1 January 2016
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12. Reconciliation of cash flows from operating activities
In AUD

2017

2016

(577,035)

406,891

122,955

107,055

CASH FLOWS/ (LOSS) FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Profit/(Loss) for the period
Adjustments for:
Depreciation and amortisation
Operating profit/(loss) before changes in working capital and
provisions

(454,080)

513,946

(Increase)/decrease in trade and other receivables, prepayments
and make good asset

(141,653)

254,105

Increase/(decrease) in trade and other payables

(209,217)

7,410

82,141

23,894

Increase/(decrease) in provisions and employee benefits
Increase/(decrease) in provision for make good
Increase/(decrease) in income received in advance
Net cash from operating activities

(168,000)

186,000

600,190

(720,188)

(290,619)

265,167

13. Determination of fair values
A number of the Company’s accounting policies and disclosures require the determination of fair values, for both financial and
non-financial assets and liabilities. Fair values have been determined for measurement and/or disclosure purposes based on the
following methods. Where applicable, further information about the assumptions made in determining fair values is disclosed in the
notes specific to that asset or liability.
(i) Trade and other receivables
The fair value of trade and other receivables is estimated as the present value of future cash flows, discounted at the market
rate of interest at the reporting date. This fair value is determined for disclosure purposes.
(ii) Held-to-maturity financial assets – term deposits
Term deposits are initially measured at fair value plus any directly attributable transaction costs. Subsequent to initial
recognition, they are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method. Fair value is estimated as the present
value of future cash flows, discounted at the market rate of interest at the reporting date.
(iii) Non-derivative financial liabilities
Fair value, which is determined for disclosure purposes, is calculated based on the present value of future principal and interest
cash flows, discounted at the market rate of interest at the reporting date. For finance leases the market rate of interest is
determined by reference to relevant lease agreements.
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14. Financial instruments – Fair values and risk management policies
The Company has exposure to the following risks from their use of financial instruments:
—— credit risk
—— liquidity risk
—— market risk
This note presents information about the Company’s exposure to each of the above risks, their objectives, policies and processes for
measuring and managing risk, and their management of capital.
(i) Risk management framework
The Board of Directors has overall responsibility for the establishment and oversight of the overall risk management framework
of the Company. Further, the Board has established the Finance, Audit & Risk Committee, which is responsible for developing
and monitoring the approach to finance and risk management. The Committee reports regularly to the Board of Directors on its
activities.
Risk management policies are established to identify and analyse the risks faced by the Company, to set appropriate risk limits
and controls, and to monitor risks and adherence to limits. Risk management policies and systems are reviewed regularly
to reflect changes in market conditions and the Company’s activities. The Company, through its training and management
standards and procedures, aims to develop a disciplined and constructive control environment in which all employees
understand their roles and obligations.
The Board oversees how management monitors compliance with the Company’s risk management policies and procedures and
reviews the adequacy of the risk management framework in relation to the risks faced by the Company.
(ii) Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk of financial loss to the Company if a customer or counterparty to a financial instrument fails to meet its
contractual obligations, and arises principally from the Company’s receivables and investments in term deposits.
The Company has established entry procedures for each new fee payer arising from new enrolments and this includes
communication of rules in respect of fee payment and other terms and conditions of enrolment. These procedures are overseen
by the Board. Fee payers that fail to meet entry conditions, fee payment requests or ongoing terms and conditions of enrolment
are precluded from participating in Company activities.
The Company does not require collateral in respect of trade receivables, however a member may be excluded in the event of
non-payment of fees for Company events.
The Company has established an allowance for impairment that represents its estimate of incurred losses in respect of trade
receivables. The main components of this allowance are a specific loss component that relates to individually significant
exposures. There is no collective loss component of this allowance as the history of losses has not been significant.
(iii) Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Company will not be able to meet its financial obligations as they fall due. The Company’s
approach to managing liquidity is to ensure, as far as possible, that it will always have sufficient liquidity to meet its liabilities
when due, under both normal and stressed conditions, without incurring unacceptable losses or risking damage to the
Company’s reputation.
Typically the Company ensures that it has sufficient cash on demand to meet expected operational expenses and facilities
development as indicated for forward cash flow planning calculations, including the servicing of financial obligations; this
excludes the potential impact of extreme circumstances that cannot reasonably be predicted, such as natural disasters.
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To analyse liquidity, management performs cash flow analysis on a bi-monthly basis for the ensuing quarter.

(iv) Market risk
Market risk is the risk that changes in market prices, such as foreign exchange rates, interest rates and equity prices will affect
the Company’s income or the value of its holdings of financial instruments. The objective of market risk management is to
manage and control market risk exposures within acceptable parameters, while optimising the return.
(v) Capital management
The Board of Directors’ policy is to maintain a strong capital base to provide for sustainable operations of the Company. The
Board of Directors monitor cash and cash equivalents, budgets, forecasts of expenditure and revenue to ensure the Company’s
capital base is adequate.
(vi) Credit risk
Exposure to credit risk
CARRYING AMOUNT
In AUD

Note

2017

2016

Trade and other receivables

16

393,226

298,405

Cash and cash equivalents

9

2,564,974

3,021,505

4,391,356

4,434,249

Term deposits
Prepayments

510,879

482,046

7,860,435

8,236,205

The Company’s exposure to credit risk for trade receivables arises primarily with fee payers located across Australia; however
there is no significant concentration of receivables by any individual fee payer.
Term deposits include $840,500 (2016: $340,500) which reflect deposits required to be held under the bank guarantee for the
office premises lease and credit card facility.
Credit risk relating to cash and cash equivalents and term deposits is minimal given the institutions the Company holds these
funds with.
Impairment losses
The ageing of the Company’s trade receivables at the reporting date was:
GROSS
In AUD

2017

2016

Not past due

42,860

76,902

Past due 31-90 days

27,113

18,368

117,433

25,120

187,406

120,390

Past due 91 days to one year

There were no allowances for debtors or write-offs in respect of the 2016 and 2017 financial year given that all debts are
believed to be recoverable.
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(vii) Liquidity risk
The carrying amount of the Company’s financial liabilities is represented by trade and other payables (Note 17) and income
received in advance (Note 18). The carrying amounts approximate contractual cash flows and are anticipated to be settled
within 12 months of 31 December 2017 (31 December 2016: 12 months). The Company has adequate financial assets to meet
these liabilities and assesses liquidity risks as minimal.
(viii) Interest rate risk
Financial assets – variable

The Company’s cash and cash equivalents and term deposits are invested in deposits on terms between 30 and 365 days.
	
These investments are managed to take advantage of the best interest rates available at maturity while taking into account
the Company’s investment policy and funding needs.
Financial liabilities – variable
The Company has no variable rate borrowings.
Profile
At the reporting date the interest rate profile of the Company’s interest-bearing financial instruments was:
CARRYING AMOUNT
In AUD

2017

2016

6,956,330

7,455,754

VARIABLE RATE INSTRUMENTS
Financial assets
Financial liabilities

-

-

6,956,330

7,455,754

Fair value sensitivity analysis
The Company does not account for any fixed rate financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss. Therefore a change in
interest rates at the reporting date would not affect profit or loss.
A change of 200 basis points in interest rates at the reporting date would have increased (decreased) profit or loss by the
amounts shown below. The underlying assumptions and methodology is based on management analysis of historical data.
The analysis also assumes that all other variables remain constant. The analysis is performed on the same basis for 2017.
PROFIT OR LOSS
In AUD

200bp increase

200bp decrease

Variable rate instruments

139,127

(139,127)

Cash flow sensitivity (net)

139,127

(139,127)

Variable rate instruments

149,115

(149,115)

Cash flow sensitivity (net)

149,115

(149,115)

31 DECEMBER 2017

31 DECEMBER 2016
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(ix)

Guarantees
Bank Guarantees
At 31 December 2017, the Company has been issued a guarantee from its financiers in respect of its lease and credit facilities.

(x)

Fair values
The fair value of the Company’s assets and liabilities as at 31 December 2017 approximate their carrying amounts shown in
the statement of financial position.

15. Finance income and expenses
In AUD

2017

2016

154,268

180,837

-

-

154,268

180,837

RECOGNISED IN PROFIT OR LOSS
Interest income on bank deposits
Other finance income
Finance income
Interest expense on financial liabilities measured at amortised cost
Other finance expenses

(60,378)

(56,788)

Finance costs

(60,378)

(56,788)

93,890

124,049

2017

2016

190,166

86,789

58,538

89,387

144,522

122,229

393,226

298,405

Net finance income recognised in profit or loss

16. Trade and other receivables
In AUD
CURRENT
Debtors
Interest receivable
Other debtors

The Company’s exposure to credit risk and impairment losses related to trade and other receivables are disclosed in Note 14.
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17. Trade and other payables
In AUD

2017

2016

21,275

63,966

160,580

196,047

Accrued expenses

76,860

188,078

PAYG payable

99,864

135,326

Other payables

25,621

10,000

384,200

593,417

2017

2016

2,354,005

1,671,759

882,947

986,738

35,831

14,096

3,272,783

2,672,593

2017

2016

472,897

411,319

472,897

411,319

56,962

36,399

56,962

36,399

CURRENT
Trade creditors
GST payable

18. Income received in advance
In AUD
Event revenue received in advance
Membership revenue received in advance
Other

19. Employee benefits
In AUD
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Liability for annual leave and long service leave

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
Liability for long service leave

20. Funds, capital and reserves
Contributed equity
The entity is a company limited by guarantee. The maximum liability per member is $10. At 31 December 2017 there were 6,630
members, made up of Trustee Directors, Fund Staff, Associate and individual members.
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21. Operating Leases
Leases as Lessee
Non-cancellable operating lease rentals are payable as follows:
In AUD
Less than one year

2017

2016

486,536

415,408

Between one and five years

2,720,429

2,578,662

Over five years

2,542,668

2,433,382

5,749,633

5,427,452

The Company has an operating lease relating to office premises. The Company signed a new lease agreement for a period of 10
years commencing 1 July 2017.
In AUD

2017

2016

Less than one year

13,692

13,692

Between one and five years

40,513

54,205

54,205

67,897

The Company has an operating lease relating to photocopiers. The lease runs for a period of 5 years from 16th December 2016.

22. Auditors’ remuneration
In AUD

2017

2016

29,300

28,000

80,000

45,455

7,298

34,866

116,598

108,321

AUDIT SERVICES
Auditors of the Company
KPMG Australia – audit of financial report
NON AUDIT SERVICES
Consulting services for Digital Roadmap engagement
Process and Risk Management Services
Total Remuneration for KPMG

23. Capital and operational reserve
This reserve is to fund future exceptional capital and operational expenditure including one-off projects that advance the Institutes’
principal activities, development of new programs and the required staff training to deliver it.

24. Contingencies
There are no known contingent liabilities as at 31 December 2017.
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25. Related parties
This reserve is to fund future exceptional capital and operational expenditure including one-off projects that advance the Institutes’
principal activities, development of new programs and the required staff training to deliver it.
(i) Transactions with key management personnel
During the period, the Company provided membership, conference and other educational services to the Trustee Directors or
Management Personnel of the relevant Superannuation Funds of Directors. These services were provided on normal commercial
terms and conditions.
Gerard Noonan and Deborah Blakey are directors of the Australian Council of Superannuation Investors (ACSI). ACSI reimbursed
AIST for property services during the year on a cost recovery basis.
The directors of the Company do not receive any remuneration for the performance of their duties as Directors.
(ii) Key management personnel
The names of the directors and personnel that are key management personnel during the period are as follows:
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Name

Position

David Smith

Trustee Representative Director – President

Louise du Pre-Alba

Staff Representative Director – Deputy President

Gerard Noonan

Trustee Representative Director

Michael O’Connor

Trustee Representative Director

Graeme Arnott

Board Appointed Director (resigned 15/3/2017)

Geoffrey Lake

Trustee Representative Director

Naomi Edwards

Board Appointed Director

Deborah Blakey

Board Appointed Director

Mark Puli

Staff Representative Director

Catherine Bolger

Trustee Representative Director

Craig Peate

Trustee Representative Director

Suzette Thurman

Staff Representative Director (appointed 23/3/2017)

Julie Lander

Board Appointed Director (appointed 1/1/2018)

Tom Garcia

Chief Executive Officer (resigned 10 March 2017)

Eva Scheerlinck

Chief Executive Officer (appointed 23 March 2017),
previously Executive Manager Governance & Stewardship

Maryann Mannix-White

Chief Membership Officer

Ailsa Goodwin

Head of Advocacy, Policy and Media (commenced 30/10/2017)

Matthew Jackson

Head of Corporate Services (commenced 25/9/2017)
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(iii) Key management personnel
In AUD
Short-term employee benefits
Post-employment benefits
Other long term benefits

2017

2016

537,417

1,039,361

72,175

121,793

149,963

120,574

759,554

1,281,728

During FY 2017, the executive team of AIST was restructured, with the appointment of Ailsa Goodwin and Matthew Jackson
resulting in an executive team of four people, compared with eight people in FY 2016.

26. Subsequent events
On 1 December 2017, the Company announced that it had reached agreement with Industry Funds Forum (IFF) to merge the two
organisations. IFF is a non-profit, non-political, nationally incorporated association whose members are the Chief Executive Officers
of several of Australia’s largest industry superannuation funds. The merger will be completed in the first half of 2018. There was no
cash consideration paid by AIST as part of the merger. This will not have a material impact upon the operations of the Company.
There has not arisen in the interval between the end of the financial year and the date of this report any other item, transaction or
event of a material and unusual nature likely to affect significantly the operations of the Company, the results of those operations,
or the state of affairs of the Company in subsequent financial years.
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Directors’ Declaration
In the opinion of the Directors of Australian Institute of Superannuation Trustees (the Company):
(a) the Company is not publicly accountable;
(b)	the, financial statements and notes that are set out on pages 6 to 30 are in accordance with the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits
Commission Act 2012, including:
(i)	giving a true and fair view of the Company’s financial position as at 31 December 2017 and of its performance, for the financial
year ended on that date; and
(ii) complying with Australian Accounting Standards and the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission Regulation 2012; and,
(c) 	there are reasonable grounds to believe that the Company will be able to pay its debts as and when they become due and payable.

Dated at Melbourne this 20th of February 2018.

Signed in accordance with a resolution of the directors:

Director

Director
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